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1. Executive Summary
The 2014 report of TESOL’s Governance Review Task Force (GRTF) identified many issues with TESOL
International Association’s governance structure. As part of its work, the GRTF surveyed interest section (IS)
and other TESOL leaders to ascertain their level of involvement and satisfaction with TESOL governance.
Among the GRTF findings were the following.
•
•
•
•
•

The association is spread thin and fragmented.
The governance system is not integrated; the elements in the system are not strategically aligned.
Leaders and members desire to contribute meaningfully to the work of the association, be
accountable, and receive acknowledgment.
Many leaders felt unprepared for their jobs when they began their positions.
Leaders felt that too much of their time was spent on administrative issues, such as writing reports,
and not enough time on the real matters of professional interest to their members.

In addition, the GRTF report indicated that member leaders of ISs often felt disconnected from the association
as a whole and did not have a clear concept of how their ISs fit into TESOL’s governance structure. In addition,
leaders expressed concerns about communication. In response to this and other concerns, in May 2015 the
board struck a new task force to review ISs. The board charged the Interest Section Task Force (ISTF) with
conducting research on contemporary forms and functions of knowledge-based member communities
(KBMCs) in associations, with analyzing TESOL’s ISs, and with recommending options for functions and
improved communications.
The group began work in June 2015. All work was done electronically. The group held 15 online video
conferences between June 2015 and February 2016. The ISTF resolved for the early part of its work to look
outward at its research function and to review and evaluate other models, before looking inward at TESOL ISs.
The ISTF began by reviewing the literature on what many associations refer to as “components.” In addition
to looking at literature on component relations, the task force reviewed the literature on communities of
practice (CoPs), with a brief foray into how these communities develop in online gaming environments.
Based on points raised in the literature review, the ISTF developed a questionnaire, which was administered
to other associations to learn how they make use of components and CoPs. The ISTF identified approximately
30 associations and reviewed their use of components via their websites. The list of associations was then
narrowed, and ISTF members asked association staff and members to complete the questionnaire either via
phone or electronic interview or by email. ISTF members then synthesized the more interesting findings from
this work into a list of ideas to inform their work.
Having intentionally avoided looking directly at TESOL ISs, the ISTF next turned its attention to reviewing the
results of the 2014 Governance Review Task Force as it related to ISs as well as at selected results from the
2014 membership survey. Based on the literature review, the results of the association surveys, and review of
the work of the GRTF, the ISTF conducted two surveys of TESOL International Association members to gauge if
their needs for connection and professional interaction were being met by the current structure. One survey
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went out to current IS leaders. A second survey went to a sample of the general membership. With the survey
results in hand, the ISTF deliberated on possible methods and models to share with the board. The task force
produced options for the board to consider for TESOL’s ISs in the key areas of function, structure, and
communication.
In the area of functions, the ISTF suggested numerous activities that fall within the framework of TESOL’s
Strategic Plan. While the ISTF presents many options for the board to consider, it did feel strongly about two
matters of structural concern. Firstly, it felt that TESOL should leave behind its “one-size-fits-all” model of ISs
and move to a model with tiered levels, with each tier differing depending on a) the desired amount of time
commitment on the part of a group’s members and leaders, b) the group’s capacity to demonstrate selfgovernance, and c) the group’s capacity to deliver professional development opportunities to its members.
Secondly, the group felt that the role formerly occupied by the Interest Section Leadership Council (ISLC)
should be taken over by a new group, with board and staff participation and a membership appointed by the
board, in the fashion of professional councils. The task force has many suggestions in the area of technology,
but views the obtaining and implementing of a better online member platform for the exchange of
information as a top priority.
It should be noted that a great deal has been said about the fact that most IS activity takes place around the
convention. However, historically, this has been where the action is. Furthermore, the items prioritized
highest in the standing rules governing ISs are centered on convention activity. If the board hopes that ISs will
be more active outside of the convention, it needs to make those expectations very clear, and it needs to
provide ISs with the support of staff and technology to do so.
To ensure that the membership as a whole and IS leaders in particular remained informed of its process and
had opportunities to share their views, the ISTF posted a report to the TESOL blog, and will hold a web chat in
March. At the Baltimore convention, it also intends to make a presentation at the Leadership Briefing and to
further share its findings at an open meeting intended for IS leaders and other interested parties following the
IS Assembly.

2. Background
Implications from 2014 Governance Review Task Force Report

The 2014 GRTF examined TESOL’s standing committees, affiliates, and ISs. The GRTF reported that many IS
leaders were unaware of how their groups fit into TESOL’s larger structure, purpose, and decision-making;
that they felt much of their time was taken up with administrative duties; and that they felt communication
with other levels of the association was often inadequate. The GRTF found that the quality of work performed
by ISs varied greatly. There was also concern that the vast majority of IS activity was focused on the annual
convention, an event that is attended by less than a third of TESOL members.

Charge

The ISTF was charged with presenting options to the board on possible models and structures for KBMCs
within the association to achieve a vision that includes cultivating knowledge, communicating knowledge,
identifying professional issues, supporting a leadership pipeline, and aligning with the association’s strategic
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plan. The ISTF was instructed to conduct research on contemporary forms and functions of KBMCs in
associations, to analyze the current ISs in TESOL, and to present possible options for the board to consider.
See the complete charge.

Composition of ISTF

The ISTF is made up of the following members:
Joe McVeigh, ISTF Chair, Materials Writers IS, IEP IS
Elisabeth Chan, Social Responsibility IS
Kristin Hiller, Program Administration IS
Tamara Jones, Speech, Pronunciation, and Listening IS; ISLC member
Todd Ruecker, Second Language Writing IS
Justin Shewell, CALL IS
Aya Matsuda, Board Representative
Sarah Sahr, Staff Representative
Michelle Kim, Staff Support
John Segota, Staff Liaison
See a photo chart of the members.
In striking the task force, the board made it clear that those representing the staff and board were not simply
liaisons or token members but were to engage fully in the work of the task force. This was extremely
beneficial to the success of the work.

3. Process

First look outward, then inward

Mindful of the charge from the board, at its initial meeting the ISTF chose to immerse itself in non-TESOL
research at the beginning of the process. It was a goal not to simply begin with the current IS structure in
mind but be open to possibilities of other ways in which members can share knowledge and information. The
group also reviewed the association’s strategic plan.

Exploration of component relations literature

The ISTF initially read several articles from the literature of what professional associations refer to as
“component relations.” While these sometimes refer to chapters or affiliates, the sources consulted had many
implications for ISs. These resources came from the professional association literature. Many were from The
Center for Association Leadership (ASAE). See the reference list.

Exploration of communities of practice literature

Next the ISTF looked at literature relating to CoPs or knowledge communities. In most cases, these groups
were not part of professional associations; however, clearly the concepts translate well for KBMCs. The
component relations literature indicated that associations need to be sensitive to the needs of younger, more
technically savvy members. One member of the ISTF with a particular interest in online gaming reviewed the
implications for associations from that field. See the reference list.
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Questionnaire and interviews of other associations

Based on the results of the literature reviews, the ISTF developed a questionnaire for use in exploring the
ways in which other associations structure and encourage KBMCs. Several themes were identified that
surfaced during the literature review and were used to help select and structure questions. These themes
included the following:
Loyalty
Mechanisms
Membership – joining
New member/leader pipeline
Number of groups
Procedures/requirements establishing
Provide value?
Return on investment
Role in governance, planning
Safe conversations
Structure
Technology/online spaces
Training/professional development
Trust
Types
Use of volunteer leaders

Communication
Cost
Data collection
Delivery of benefits
Determination of needs
Development of community
Encouraging change
Exclusive member benefits
Experience with change
Formal vs. informal components
Freedom/independence
Generation and dissemination of
knowledge
Generation gap
Involvement opportunities
Keep leadership rewarding
Leadership selection

The questionnaire was piloted with TESOL staff and with a former chair of the ISLC, then refined further.
Identification of other associations to survey
Using personal knowledge and contacts as well as contacts and associations known to TESOL staff, the ISTF
identified 30 associations to study. The websites of these associations were reviewed by a subgroup to
determine the size and structure of their KBMCs and the knowledge-base of the organizations. The original
group of 30 was pared to 15 for more in-depth examination.
See the list of associations surveyed.
Implementation of questionnaire
It was the goal of the ISTF to interview at least one key staff member and one volunteer leader/member from
each association. This did not prove practical in every case; however ISTF members learned a lot from other
groups and reviewed many different models. In some cases, interviews were conducted by telephone, and in
other cases electronic means such as GoToMeeting or Skype were used. Recordings of some of these
interviews are in the ISTF library in the online TESOL community. In some cases, staff members from other
associations chose to respond by email.
See a blank survey questionnaire.

Review of report of Governance Review Task Force and selected results of 2014 general
membership survey

After researching and reviewing a number of external sources, the ISTF turned to look inward to the TESOL
organization. The task force reviewed the findings of the 2015 GRTF, which had conducted its own survey of IS
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leaders and come to a number of conclusions about ISs. The task force also reviewed selected portions of the
results of the 2014 general membership survey as they applied to ISs.

Development of surveys for IS leaders and for general membership

In order to add TESOL-specific data to its research findings and other association interviews, the ISTF
constructed two surveys in January 2016, one for IS Leaders and one for members. The IS survey was sent to
all IS leaders. The general survey was sent to a random sample of members that included both IS and non-IS
members. Surveys were made available to participants from 25 January to 6 February 2016.
The member survey yielded a 7.4% response rate (n=111). This response rate yields a 9% margin of error with
a 95% confidence level. The IS leaders survey had an outstanding 62% response rate! Consequently, the data
from the IS leaders survey have a 95% confidence level and a 1% margin of error.

Synthesis of findings and development of options for board consideration

Throughout its process of research, the ISTF came together on a regular basis for video conference calls
during which the task force discussed its findings and began developing options. Subsequent to the receipt of
the TESOL surveys, the task force met again to develop its options for the board. The group then worked
collaboratively to develop sections of the final report.

4. Findings
Summary of findings from component relations literature

A common theme from this literature was that the world has changed, so members have changed, and thus
organizations need to change or they risk becoming irrelevant. A sense that organizations have to be nimble
in adapting to the times was prevalent across the readings.
In particular, the readings noted that today’s members have increased time constraints, whether it is because
their attention is being vied for by competing organizations or because technology means they are working
more than ever before. As a result, organizations need well-designed components that maximize the use of
members’ time, especially those interested in and involved in leadership. Today’s generation is more oriented
toward technology, so an effective use of technology helps organizations provide a stronger return on
investment and, to return to the first point, maximize members’ time use.
Trust was another important aspect that crossed multiple readings, something that was regularly connected
with effective communications. Members, including volunteer leaders, need to be able to trust the larger
organization so that they are invested in supporting its work. Organizations can foster trust by developing
transparent governance structures and focusing on creating strong communication channels between
different aspects of the organization, a place where technology plays a role. The ability to see and get to know
others, even electronically, is seen as beneficial.
Finally, knowledge-based decision-making was a key component of successful organizations. Organizations
need to have systems in place to get a strong sense of their members, including volunteer leaders, and their
passions and interests. Along with this, organizations need to know about what other organizations are doing
to attract and sustain members. By keeping better track of different levels of members, organizations are
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better able to assess their own overall health and to stay nimble to respond to changing demographics and
preferences.

Summary of findings from communities of practice literature

CoPs are defined as groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and who learn
how to do it better as they interact regularly. Successful CoPs have a clear mission, a shared practice or
common work, and foster identity through community. Members share knowledge and learning and work
toward shared goals. This leads to more explicit roles, procedures, and organization.
One key aspect of CoPs is a focus on collaborative learning in which association members work together to
create meaning and engage themselves in understanding new knowledge instead of just relying on experts to
dispense knowledge of the field. Successful CoPs in professional organizations require high-value learning
activities; peer-to-peer learning; and successful use of online technology, including enhanced conference
participation through social media, easy access to online professional development webinars and workshops,
and resources that are easily accessible online via websites.
The ISTF was particularly interested in the model of implementation of CoPs by The American Health
Information Management Association (AHIMA). Members have many opportunities for interaction and a high
level of involvement, while leaders concern themselves with structure and effectiveness. The association
creates a new online community by seeding it first, getting buy-in from members, and finding an active and
engaged facilitator. The association then monitors the amount of discussion that takes place over a 3-month
period. If engagement falls below a certain level, they disband the group. Members are able to import profiles
from LinkedIn. Communities must show that they have built momentum and membership before gaining
resources and staff support.
In the online gaming literature, CoPs were characterized by revolving leadership, speed, and risk-taking. A
sense of belonging and cohesion increased by strong social identification with the group was key. These CoPs
often have layers of involvement with a core group of leaders. When trust and cohesion are strong, leaders
and potential leaders can rotate in and out of the core. Groups were found to be more effective when the
leadership environment was improved by making tasks and communication easier.

Summary of findings and best practices from association surveys
Structure: The ISTF found a great deal of variation in structure of KBMCs in other associations. Some are
similar to TESOL ISs in that there is one kind of KBMC with some variation in their levels of activity and their
leadership structure. In some cases, there are relatively few KBMCs, each with broader responsibilities; in
other cases, there are two or more types of KBMCs with varying levels of responsibility, authority, and
activity. Some types of KBMCs can be formed and disbanded quickly and easily, while others require a more
rigorous formation and review process. Most KBMCs are supported by the association, with some being given
a budget to manage, while in one case the KBMCs were found to be self-supporting.
Functions: In some cases, KBMCs are expected to engage members year round through online networks and
platforms; others focus mainly or entirely on an annual conference—either the parent association’s
conference or a smaller preconference. KBMC leaders may be responsible for chairing conference sessions or
preconferences. On the whole, KBMCs are free to determine their own activities, as long as they do not
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depart from the goals/strategic plan of the parent organization; in some cases, association leadership has
called for more uniform functions (and structure) across KBMCs.
Leadership: The amount of training provided to KBMC members also differs widely across associations. Some
associations invest a great deal of time and resources into the development of KBMC volunteer leaders, and
require significant time commitments from the leaders to attend face-to-face and/or online workshops; this
investment is explained by the importance placed on leadership. Other associations provide printed training
materials, while still others have no formal training programs or leave training up to the individual KBMCs,
with outgoing leaders responsible for ad hoc training or mentoring of new leaders. Likewise, the way the
KBMC leaders are viewed within the association varies. Some associations have devised ways to recognize the
leaders and publicize their contributions within the association. In one association contacted, members avidly
compete for volunteer positions, which are seen as desirable. In this case, rather than being known as
“volunteers,” they are known as leaders.
Association governance: KBMCs play a greater or lesser role in association governance in the associations
examined. In some cases, KBMCs had direct representation on the board, though not always in voting
positions. In associations with different types or levels of KBMCs, it is common to see at least one level with
KBMC leaders serving on the board. The disadvantage of KBMCs’ participation in association governance is the
increased time and work necessary to involve a greater number of people at various levels within the
association, but with that participation come the advantages of increased ownership of the association and
activities. It also puts the executive board in a stronger position when they go to their members with new
ideas and proposals because, by that time, they presumably already have buy-in from KBMC leaders.
Communication: Some associations expend a lot of effort to drive members to engage in an online
community platform or listserv and use it to communicate, share and transmit knowledge, and build
community. In at least one case, investment was made in a new online platform, which goes largely unused in
favor of listervs hosted outside the association. Vertical communication ranges from regular communication
with the board through representation at board meetings and relationships with board members to little to
no communication with the board following initial approval of the KBMC.
While the ISTF did not necessarily find “best” practices, it came across a number of practices that were very
interesting and informative. They are summarized in Table 1 with pros, cons, and comments.
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Table 1. Researched KBMC Practices

PRACTICE

In the experience of one association,
simply “rebranding” KBMCs was not
any more successful than the
previous model.
If online communication and
interaction is to thrive, the online
platform and communications
software must be streamlined and
easy to use.
Time, energy, and effort put into
traditional newsletter-type
publications do not necessarily pay
off in membership involvement.
In some associations, members
avidly compete for volunteer
positions, as they are seen as
desirable. In this case, rather than
being known as “volunteers,” these
members are known as leaders.
There are a wide variety of levels of
control and structure of KBMCs by
associations. In some cases, each
KBMC has its own staff member who
curates the online community. In
other associations, the KBMCs suffer
from a form of benign neglect.
In some associations there are
various levels of KBMCs. Some may
come together briefly to explore a
particular issue and then disappear.
Others may have to pass through
various levels of qualification to
become more stable groups within
the association.
Some associations require payment
for involvement in more than one
KBMC.

PROS

CONS

Danger of not clearly thinking
through reorganization.

Essential for success.

COMMENTS

Need for transparency, and buy-in of IS
leadership in any possible transition
The ISTF is looking forward to seeing
TESOL’s choice of a new online platform
with robust social elements and an easyto-navigate interface.

TESOL could be expending lots of
time and energy that isn’t having a
significant impact.

Consider rethinking current IS newsletter
model to provide more frequent blogtype communications with members.
Why wait until five articles are ready?
Need to think about leadership within
the association. How are leaders
cultivated, motivated, informed, given
feedback, rewarded, made to feel like
their presence and work is valued?

More staff attention helps volunteer
leaders with their tasks.

At the present time it does not
appear that TESOL has the capacity
for this level of staff commitment.
Benign neglect can’t be good.

TESOL may wish to consider its level of
staff commitment to ISs. How much staff
support is there for the various elements
in the work of the ISs?

Provides for flexibility, especially for
newly forming groups. Could
reinforce good practice for groups
hoping to rise to the next tier.

Might add a layer of complexity
rather than simplify. Could be
administratively complex.

Potential increase of association
income.

Discourages active involvement in
multiple areas of interest. Presents a
barrier to entry for some.

Clearly beneficial.
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In some associations, KBMCs are
nearly autonomous, offering their
own publications and conferences.
In one association, preconvention
institutes (PCIs) consist almost
entirely of all-day KBMC offerings.
It is quite natural that not all
members of KBMCs desire to be
leaders. Numbers suggest that about
20% of members may be active
leaders, another 20% are active but
not leaders, and fully 60% may
participate silently, appreciating the
offerings but with no desire for
further involvement.
In some associations, there are a few
large KBMCs, which in turn act as
umbrella organizations for
subgroups.
Some associations provide extensive
training for volunteer leaders
including annual face-to-face
meetings with the board.
Some associations pay the expenses
of their leaders to attend
conferences.

Increases motivation of groups to be
more entrepreneurial and to get
their message out.
IS leaders are generally quite aware
of key issues of interest to their
members, and could encourage
presenters.

May not be workable for weaker
groups within the association.
Possibility of losing present quality
control of Professional Development
Committee (PDC) oversight of PCIs.
TESOL shouldn’t be unduly concerned
that some members are happy to follow
and partake of available efforts in PD and
networking opportunities.

Fewer large groups make for
streamlined management.

Groups can get lost in the shuffle
and find themselves removed from
leadership by layers.

Develops relationships between
board and leaders. Deepens ties to
the association. Provides
opportunities for two-way
communication. Deepens leadership
experience.
Ensures participation. Makes leaders
feel valued.

Expensive. Time-consuming.

Expensive.
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If face-to-face meetings are not fiscally
possible, TESOL might consider regular
web chats with the president or board
members.

Summary of findings from 2015 Governance Review Task Force
The 2015 GRTF reported that many IS leaders were unaware of how their group fit into TESOL’s larger
structure, purpose, and decision-making; that they felt much of their time was taken up with administrative
duties; and that they felt communication with other levels of the association was often inadequate. The GRTF
found that the quality of work performed by ISs varied greatly. There was also concern that the vast majority
of IS activity was focused on the annual convention, an event that is attended by less than a third of TESOL
members.

Summary of findings from review of IS annual reports and IS Assembly minutes
Following up on the findings of the GRTF, the ISTF engaged in an analysis of the annual reports submitted by
IS leaders in the period 2012–2015 and the minutes from the annual IS Assembly meetings for 2010–2015.
This analysis supports the GRTF finding that IS leaders’ main focus seems to be on the annual convention,
though the analyzed documents also point to a concern (albeit a lesser one) about IS year-round activities.
The focus on the annual convention may in part be an artifact of TESOL structure vis-à-vis the annual report
guidelines and the Assembly meetings; it is difficult to determine whether that emphasis is generated within
the ISs or within the association as a whole.
Regardless of its source, the focus of IS energy and activities on the annual convention extends to both IS
accomplishments and challenges. Convention activities highlighted by IS leaders include the quality and
quantity of their special sessions (academic and InterSection sessions) and adjudicated sessions, social
activities arranged by IS leaders and members, activities at the IS booth, and preconvention events. The most
frequently mentioned challenges that ISs and IS leaders face are related to the proposal adjudication process,
including the selection, training, and assignment of reviewers; the reliability of the reviews; the training
provided to the IS chairs who manage the process; and technical issues with the platform. Other challenges
that IS leaders identified regarding the annual convention include scheduling issues, programming and
planning concerns, and cost of attendance. Many IS leaders offered suggestions or requests to resolve some
of these issues that they identified.
Apart from (or sometimes overlapping with) the convention, IS leaders reported challenges and concerns with
leadership and communication. In terms of leadership, frequently named difficulties related to a lack of
understanding of or training for IS leader roles and responsibilities, and a difficulty in filling volunteer
leadership positions within the ISs. Many requests were made for more robust, frequent, and consistent
training and/or mentoring for volunteer leaders and for more incentives for volunteer leaders.
Communication issues were named within and among ISs as well as with other parts of TESOL, including
technical (e.g., problems with the listserv) and nontechnical issues.
According to the reports and Assembly minutes, activities that ISs engage in outside the convention largely
include newsletters, online discussions via email and social media, collaborative projects and events with
other organizations, and publications. Some ISs also reported completing special projects and member
surveys.
In addition to the issues identified in the annual reports and discussed at the annual assemblies, there were
also motions and drafts of resolutions recorded in the Assembly minutes. All but one motion and all of the
resolutions were related to the annual convention. With regard to the resolutions, it is important to point out
that the three resolutions drafted in the years included in this analysis were never submitted to the board.
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This fact may be related to issues with communication among the various components within TESOL as well as
to training issues. In fact, in both the Assembly minutes and the annual reports, there were mentions of a lack
of understanding of the procedure for bringing resolutions to the board.
Finally, it should be noted that ISs were not all consistent in their submission of annual reports or in their
representation at the Assembly. In any given year in the period under examination, there could be as many as
one third of the ISs failing to submit a report and nearly one quarter not sending delegates to the Assembly.
These figures speak to the need to examine the requirements for KBMCs within TESOL and the option of
forming different types of KBMCs with different expectations regarding their structure and activities.

Summary of findings from 2014 general membership survey
The ISTF examined the IS data found in the 2014 TESOL Member Needs Survey. In seven questions in this
portion of the survey, participants provided feedback regarding ISs and other member benefits such as TESOL
publications, online engagement, and face-to-face events. For most of these questions, participants ranked
the member benefits or used a five-point Likert scale to share their opinions. Among the findings:
•

•

•
•

When gauging the importance of ISs, 65.7% of members indicated that they found TESOL’s ISs to be
very important or extremely important, compared with an average of 61.3% rating of very important
or extremely important for TESOL’s other opportunities to engage. When asked how satisfied they
were, 51.2% of respondents indicated that they were extremely satisfied or very satisfied, compared
with 55.1% who responded that they were extremely satisfied or very satisfied with other
engagement opportunities.
IS newsletters rank fifth among TESOL publications members read (n=512). However, IS newsletters
rank first in publications that are always or occasionally read. Other publications ranked included
TESOL Quarterly, TESOL Journal, TESOL Connections, and the TESOL Blog.
77.1% of respondents rated the overall value of IS newsletters as excellent or very good (n=503).
Respondents ranked IS listservs sixth as their preferred method of receiving information from TESOL,
after email, the website, webinars, print, and social media.

These results indicate a generally high level of satisfaction among TESOL members for ISs and the information
that they receive from them through newsletters.

Summary of findings from 2016 survey of interest section leaders
In order to add TESOL-specific data to its findings from the literature reviews and the surveys of other
professional associations, the ISTF constructed two surveys. The first survey went to all IS leaders and was
made available from 25 January to 6 February 2016. This survey received a 62% response rate (n=37). TESOL’s
survey response rates usually average around 10%, so this was an excellent response from IS leaders. The ISTF
was able to read the data from the IS leaders survey with a 95% confidence level and a 1% margin of error.
The IS leaders seem very comfortable with the way in which ISs are currently structured. As TESOL is such a
multifaceted field, having a variety of affinity groups allows people to find the exact fit for their professional
development. With that being said, some groups do feel isolated and would like better avenues for ISs to
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communicate and work with one another. Leaders felt that the current one-size-fits-all model allows for
equity and fairness in allocation of resources. The survey found that not all groups have the same level of
commitment from their membership. This can create challenges when leaders are trying to produce quality
programming and keep their sections running smoothly.
Leaders voiced some concern over the present system for electing leaders. As one respondent stated, there is
only an appearance of democracy because, for most leadership positions, candidates run unopposed. Some
leaders suggest having longer terms for IS leaders to build continuity in individual groups, as well as a more
connected leadership among IS leaders as a whole. Many leaders pointed out the need for additional
leadership training.
IS leaders also indicated the need for a clear list of what they can and cannot do, avenues to report their
successes and challenges, and perhaps a leader handbook to clarify responsibilities. A clear timeline or yearly
calendar of what IS leaders would need to accomplish was perceived as potentially very useful. Quarterly
updates regarding association work would allow the ISs to align their activities with objectives of the strategic
plan. Some leaders commented on the lack of accountability measures and suggested that they be instated in
some form. Most IS leaders recognized the importance of offering opportunities for members to connect and
learn on a year-round basis and reducing the focus on the convention.
The ISLC was dissolved at the convention in March 2016. Several leaders are concerned about the new
direction for ISs and feel there is a lack of information outlining the next steps. With the dissolution of the ISLC
and several standing committees, some IS leaders voiced concern about the board’s trust in volunteers. The
dissolution of these volunteer groups may have left the impression that the work of volunteers is not valued.

Summary of findings from 2016 survey of TESOL membership
The second TESOL-specific survey was sent to a random sample of TESOL members in order to receive
feedback from the general membership. Some of the participants in this survey were members of ISs and
others were not. The survey was also made available to participants from 25 January to 6 February 2016 and
yielded a 7.4% response rate (n=111), which was slightly lower than anticipated. With this lower response
rate, this survey does not represent the views of the general membership with the same level of accuracy as
the previous survey of IS leaders represents the views of the IS leadership.
Based on the results, the TESOL membership would like to see more types of member groups available.
Several members do not feel connected to the association, and by having a variety of groups for members to
join, membership may be more customizable. Some members, however, found the large number of ISs to be
“isolating.” As one noted, “TESOL does not need to try to be everything to everyone.” Forty-two percent of
survey participants had no preference about the idea of having a variety of types of member groups.
The survey results suggest that TESOL is not conveying a clear message about the benefits of ISs to TESOL
members. Twenty percent of the members who took the survey were not sure if they were a member of an IS
or not. Thirty-six percent of members surveyed did not know what an IS is. In the realm of leadership
opportunities through ISs, over 70% of those surveyed said that they know when leadership opportunities are
available, but either do not know how to get involved or are simply not interested in taking on a leadership
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role. Survey participants report that some ISs are very active while some are not very active. When seeking
out resources, these survey participants look for what they need at the convention, in TESOL’s larger
publications, and in IS newsletters.

5. Key Points to Consider About TESOL’s Interest Sections
Value and role of ISs to TESOL
The ISs within TESOL perform a vital and important role. In a large association such as TESOL, these groups
function to provide a neighborhood-sized group within the larger entity. For many TESOL members, the IS
provides a key element of their identity within the association, and the connections made with other
members within these groups are held dear. The groups provide valuable opportunities for professional
networking and friendships, as well as perform their more visible tasks of making specialized content and
knowledge of the field available to others. For many new members of the association, the IS is their entryway
into future involvement in the association.
Variance of functionality of ISs
ISs vary considerably in the manner in which and to what extent they operate. The current standing rules have
some basic requirements for maintenance of ISs. ISs must maintain a certain threshold of members, they
must hold annual elections for their leadership team, they must adjudicate proposals for the convention and
provide an academic session, they must submit an annual report, they must send a number of delegates
(depending on size) to the annual IS Assembly, and they are encouraged to publish at least two editions of an
electronic newsletter each year. They also have access to an email listserv and a space in TESOL’s online
community.
Some ISs do all of these things. Some ISs fail to do some of these things, most commonly submit annual
reports, send delegates to the IS Assembly, and produce newsletters. The level of email traffic on the IS
listservs varies considerably. Some listservs are very active, others all but silent. Some ISs do everything they
are required to do and more. They may sponsor professional development webinars in an area of specialty,
arrange for exchanges (personal or electronic) with similar groups in other associations, or curate online
discussions around a topic of interest. In short, some ISs are vibrant and thriving, while others show little
activity between one annual convention and the next.
One-size-fits-all dilemma
Regardless of how effective or ineffective a group may be in serving its members, and regardless of the
number of members served, all receive the same level of support from TESOL staff. However, should a new
interest arise among TESOL members, there is no nimble way for the association to respond. To become a fullfledged IS, the new group must garner signatures, demonstrate that its content has appeared on the
convention program, and lobby existing ISs for support. This support is sometimes given reluctantly out of
fear of dividing the pie of available convention slots. The entire process of becoming an IS takes 2 to 3 years,
and there is no intermediate step, no step at which a group of interested people can gather in an electronic or
physical space to share professional ideas.
Leadership within ISs
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Research by the ISTF as well as the ISTF’s personal experience show that the level of success of an IS is highly
dependent on who is leading the group at the moment. If the current chair is dynamic, forward-thinking, and
proactive, then the group will thrive. If the chair is not particularly active or engaged, the group may founder.
More organized ISs have steering committees that provide experience to interested leaders before they
become chairs of the groups. This allows for a deeper bench of potential leaders. However, other ISs are often
reduced to begging for any random member to step forward and take a leadership role. IS listservs carry
messages from leaders imploring others to step forward and letting potential volunteers know that the job of
IS chair isn’t that difficult or time consuming.
Leaders at recent IS Assembly meetings have complained that face-to-face meetings at the shortened
convention take up too much of their time. But the reluctance of some leaders bumps up against another
problem that of the learning curve. IS leaders often spend the first year or two in the job finding out about
their responsibilities and getting to know the system. By the time they figure it out, their term is over and they
move on. This is particularly true of convention-related activities, which can be somewhat complex. This
leaves TESOL staff with the need for never-ending ongoing training of new IS leaders in the ways of the
organization and of the convention.
But the main concern, as raised by last year’s report of the GRTF, is that IS leaders find so much of their time
taken up by administrative concerns that they don’t really have the time or opportunity for true leadership.
Their job is more one of managing from one task to the next. Because their work is structured this way, it
leaves little opportunity for innovation or strong organizational development within the IS.
Role of the Interest Section Leadership Council
When the board was reconfigured in 2004, the three board members who formerly served as IS
representatives and members of the IS Coordinating Committee were replaced with a group known as the IS
Leadership Council. This group, composed of former IS chairs, was elected to staggered terms at the IS
Assembly by their fellow IS leaders. The idea was that the ISLC, working with the board and a staff liaison,
would bridge the gap between the ISs and the board and provide leadership.
There were, however, two chief difficulties with the ISLC. The first was that, despite the word leadership in its
name, the group functioned more as an administrative unit. Many of the tasks undertaken by the ISLC
involved organizing meetings at the convention, making sure that ISs had their governing rules up to date,
checking to see if annual reports had been submitted, and the like. The briefing of the ISLC again did not really
call for or require leadership, but rather administrative management. Rather than a job of inspiring,
encouraging, and helping ISs develop, the ISLC often served as more of a complaint board.
The second challenge facing the ISLC was similar to the leadership problems faced by some ISs. Some qualified
former chairs were reluctant to serve. Some leaders were elected to positions for which they were not
particularly effective. This combination of administration plus sometimes ineffectual leadership meant that
the ISLC did not reach its potential as either a leadership group or as a vehicle for communications.
Clarity of brief or charge to ISs
A great deal has been said about the fact that most IS activity takes place around the convention. However,
historically, this has been where the action is. Furthermore, the items prioritized highest in the standing rules
governing ISs are centered around convention activity. If the board hopes that ISs will be more active outside
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of the convention, it needs to make those expectations very clear and it needs to provide ISs with the support
of staff and technology to do so.

6. Options for Board Consideration
Possible options for IS functions
Below are listed possible options for IS functions. These functions are organized in terms of how each function
can help achieve TESOL’s Strategic Plan. A more detailed table including these functions and possible IS
responsibilities in order to fulfill those functions may be found in Appendix H.
In considering possible functions, the board should feel free to adopt any one function in part or as a whole.
In the event that the board supports the proposed option under governance in the subsequent section to
establish and ISLC-like advisory council, some of these functions might be carried out by that group.
KBMCs support TESOL International Association’s Strategic Plan (while adhering to the association’s
mission, values, and standing rules) in the areas of
Advocacy by
● actively working with other entities within TESOL International Association and/or its global affiliates
to advocate for their KBMC topic as well as for English language professionals worldwide to improve
their professional status.
● providing resources/tools, including those related to language education policy, to enable KBMC
members to engage in advocacy.
● Convey the association’s value of respect for diversity and inclusion in proactive, tangible ways.
Governance by
● being involved in the decision-making process, including giving feedback, gathering information,
and/or voting.
● creating and carrying out their own annual plans.
● monitoring/reviewing/evaluating KBMCs to include accountability measures.
● seeking, mentoring, and training leaders to improve the leadership pipeline.
● engaging in regular review of TESOL International Association (the whole or its pieces).
● Providing periodic public recognition, acknowledgement, and appreciation for volunteers’
achievements.
Professional Learning/Engagement by
● providing professional learning (PL) opportunities on their KBMC’s topic (through in-person or online
events, and/or asynchronous resources).
● supporting PL through convention presentations.
● sharing professional knowledge through online newsletters or blog postings.
● matching members’ skills to volunteer opportunities through KBMC activities.
● educating their members about TESOL International Association and their role in the organization.
● providing networking opportunities for their members.
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●

serving as the “face” of the association for TESOL professionals.

Research by
● creating new knowledge on their KBMC’s topics, including work with other KBMCs whose topics
intersect.
● collecting and disseminating knowledge on their KBMC topics, within their KBMC and also the
association as a whole.
● being the “go to” source for all TESOL questions related to their KBMC topics.

Standards by
● engaging in standard-setting tasks.
● developing and providing members clear ways to translate standards into practice.

Possible options for IS structure
Suggested KBMC Structure
Grounding its recommendations in external research, association interviews, an IS leader survey, and an IS
member survey, the ISTF proposes that TESOL’s strongest option is to create a structure in which KBMCs exist
at a variety levels. These new levels of KBMCs should provide a sliding scale of opportunity and commitment
for members to choose from. The reinvented KBMC would move away from being convention focused and be
referred to as year-round CoPs. This would suggest that, depending on the type of KBMC, several KBMC
activities would take place throughout the year, most likely virtually so as to include members from around
the world. Each type of KBMC would have a well-defined policy around the formation and dissolution of the
group, an appropriate procedures manual to guide its work, and an accountability framework on how to
maintain its active status. These documents would be available with TESOL’s other governing documents. A
suitable number of human and financial resources would be provided to each type of KBMC to complete the
assigned tasks. These kinds of structures help build trust and transparency with membership groups.
Once KBMCs are designated as a certain type, each group would add the necessary appendices to the correct
procedure manual. These appendices would relate to the exact functions of a particular group. Examples of
appendices might include:
1. The group’s mission
2. A shared definition of the practice or “common work”
3. A description of the core leadership positions and their responsibilities
4. Group demographics
5. Explicit membership roles
6. A framework for fostering professional identity
7. Examples of how the group aligns itself to the TESOL Strategic Plan
8. A list of activities the group intends to carry out over the course of the year
The upkeep of each group’s specific appendices and the monitoring of each group’s activities would be
maintained by its leadership. The appendices would be a living document housed in the group’s online
community.
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The number of possible levels or tiers would depend on a variety of circumstances, such as membership
interest in each level of KBMC, the logistics of managing different levels, and so on. In its discussions, the ISTF
identified three levels that could be a starting point. Additional levels could be added as needed, which is one
of the benefits of this flexible design.
First Level of KBMC
The first level of KBMC would involve groups that can be created quickly, and then dissolved just as quickly as
needs and circumstances change. This type of group would most likely resemble the discussion group
structure TESOL currently uses. Members of this level of group would mainly be looking for a place to discuss
ideas and issues with people of similar interests, but would not be interested in more commitment. Such a
group would not require much support from TESOL other than perhaps a platform on which to hold their
discussions (e.g., the TESOL Community).
Second Level of KBMC
The second level of KBMC would involve groups that are moderately active, and whose members are looking
for more than just discussion with peers. This level of group would require more support from TESOL, and
thus would be slightly more difficult to create and dissolve than the first level. These groups would perhaps
hold virtual workshops or other professional development activities throughout the year, and might also
include discussion group features from the first level. Support from TESOL might include a platform to hold
virtual meetings or webinars (e.g., GoToMeeting) and support from TESOL staff to promote and coordinate
activities.
Third Level of KBMC
The third level of KBMC would be the most active and, as such, would require the most support from TESOL
and have the most stringent requirements to create or dissolve. Creation of groups at this level would require
having established clear lines of leadership and member involvement that support the sustainability of the
group. Groups at this level would hold regular professional development activities throughout the year, might
sponsor publications (e.g., books, periodicals, newsletters), may be more intricately involved in the annual
convention (e.g., planning strands or adjudicating proposals), and so on. This level of KBMC would probably
require an annual budget and close communication with the TESOL staff and board to function properly and
support the strategic plan of the association and the development of its members.
A recurring comment in the IS leader and member surveys is the feeling of member/IS isolation by the current
structure. A refreshed KBMC system with clear policies would open opportunities for member groups to
partner with each other and eliminate some of the current overlap IS leaders and members feel. Several
survey participants commented on the need to combine current some of the current groups and on the
desired flexibility to launch smaller groups that may not have the same level of long-lasting sustainability.
Governance, organization, and reporting structures
As seen in the research, strong KBMC leaders are able to build and maintain trust. For KBMCs to have strong
leaders, TESOL board and staff should be looking for quality leaders all year round. Moreover, a leadership
pipeline should be communicated and made available to members who are interested in taking on a more
connected role with the association. The pipeline would provide a variety of training opportunities for
emerging leaders and circumvent the lack of members willing to step up and run for a leadership position.
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Although IS leaders support the idea of elections, current elections give the appearance of being democratic,
but in reality are inconsistent and sometimes arbitrary because of the lack of qualified/interested candidates.
KBMC leaders should not have to worry about the day to day logistics of managing the group; this is a practice
supported by the literature and the non-TESOL association research. A quality leader would focus on the
group’s function and facilitate communications both horizontally and vertically within the association. In
trying to find success, non-TESOL associations have experimented with extending the terms of KBMC leaders
to foster continuity and enthusiasm. Some KBMC leaders are afforded more responsibility and autonomy. As
long as these concepts are supported by the KBMC’s policies and procedures manuals, TESOL could make this
happen. In addition, quality KBMC leaders would help focus the group’s activities and demeanor toward
achieving the group’s mission and aligning the group with TESOL’s Strategic Plan. Thus, KBMC leaders need to
be aware of the group’s role in the overall organization and the strategic goals of the association. TESOL could
provide training and support in this regard via webinars or face-to-face sessions involving board members,
KBMC Leadership Council members (see below), and KBMC leaders.
KBMC Leadership Council
It is the opinion of the ISTF that a KBMC Leadership Council should be an integral part of a new KBMC
structure. Members would include a board member, TESOL staff, and a certain number of former KBMC
leaders. This entity would guide KBMCs in aligning their activities to the TESOL Strategic Plan as well as train
and mentor KBMC leaders as to their group’s function. Member selection to this entity would be by
application and board appointment, similar to the ways in which standing committee and professional council
members are selected.
Suggested Structures
While the ISTF believes that the option explained above is the strongest, several other possible options were
developed from its research. Table 2 gives some additional options for possible KBMC structure that the ISFT
discussed and researched. These options are not mutually exclusive and may be implemented together or
separately as determined by the board.
Table 2. KBMC Structure Options
Structure Option

Pros

Cons

No change from current system

•

Doesn’t create friction or upset
anyone

•

Perpetuates current
disadvantages identified in
the report

Streamline number of groups
• Combine similar groups
• No restrictions in terms of
content or context category

•

Could eliminate redundancies

•

Current groups might feel
disenfranchised

Reduce number of groups
• Restrict groups to either
context or content type

•

Each KBMC would receive
more board and staff
attention to work on
profession-related projects to
the extent practical,

•

Would possibly create
friction with current IS
structure and the allinclusiveness TESOL
currently practices
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•

•

Provide greater resources
and opportunities for
groups
Groups have greater
responsibilities and
obligations

•

•
•

Create different categories of
groups at different levels
• Groups have different
opportunities, activities,
responsibilities, and
accountability measures
depending on the category
• Groups decide for
themselves which category
they opt into

•

Create uniform leadership
appointment procedures
• Clear leadership criteria
• Slate elections or board
appointment

•

•

•
•

depending on the number of
KBMCs
If fewer choices are available,
members might find it easier
to find a home
Avoid overlap and duplication
of issues
Greater opportunities for
collaboration between staff
and KBMCs, as well as among
KBMCs
More opportunities for
informal networking among
members if different types of
groups available
Create a quicker response
time for getting KBMC
information to members

•

Quality leadership at each
group level
Less confusion surrounding
leadership responsibility
Provides opportunity to match
volunteer skills with needed
positions

•

•

Additional expenses may
occur when finding the
proper technology tools for
KBMCs
Depending upon how this is
framed, there may be unmet
expectations in terms of
what each KBMC “gets” or
feels entitled to
May disenfranchise those
who feel that elections are
the best way to identify
leaders

Possible options for IS communication
The task force found communication between different components of the association could be significantly
improved. For instance, many IS leaders and members were unaware of the substantial resources TESOL
offers, ranging from the very existence of ISs to resources like a webinar platform for IS leaders to use with
their members. In addition, IS leaders did not feel that they were always clearly informed about changes in
the association that had a direct effect on them. Possible options to address these issues include helping IS
leaders maintain a connection with the board, focusing on personalizing email communication within TESOL,
and improving the website. In an era of technologically-mediated communication, the task force is of the
opinion that communication through a variety of channels and tools is vitally important to recruit and
maintain a robust and engaged membership. A highly functional, user-friendly electronic interface for
communication would be of great service to the association and to all members.
Communications within individual ISs
In both the ISTF Leader Survey and IS Annual Reports, IS leaders expressed frustration with communication in
many respects. As a result of the quick turnover of IS leaders and the fact that communication within an IS
largely depends on the personality and leadership style of the current chair, the continuity of crucial
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information related to IS policies and procedures has not always been ensured. Table 3 details proposed
options to address these issues.
Table 3. Options for Improvement of Communication Within ISs
Proposed Option

Rationale

Pros

Cons

TESOL provides
leadership training for
IS leaders in the form
of online seminars or
face-to-face workshops

In their annual reports,
IS leaders consistently
describe their
frustration about not
always knowing what
their responsibilities
were and how to best
accomplish them.
Several other
associations, including
the American Library
Association (ALA), the
American Health
Information Systems
Association, the
International
Association of Teachers
of English as a Foreign
Language (IATEFL), and
NAFSA: Association of
International
Educators, conduct
annual training
sessions, as was
discovered through the
ISTF Questionnaire
process.

IS leaders better
understand their role
within TESOL and how
to use the tools at their
disposal (econferencing, online
workshops, e-listservs,
newsletters, etc.) to
serve their members.

This might be
expensive for TESOL to
organize and time
consuming for IS
leaders participating in
the online seminars.
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TESOL mandates and
organizes regular
(monthly or bimonthly)
e-conferences for IS
Steering Committees

ISTF interviews of
officials at other
associations revealed
that some, such as the
ALA, require KBMCs to
meet face-to-face
several times
throughout the year.
This may not be
logistically possible for
members of an
international
organization like TESOL,
but technology could
make it much easier. In
fact, one IS in
particular, ITAIS,
reported having used
regular e-meetings to
maintain contact
between IS Steering
Committee members.

Regular communication
between IS Steering
Committee members
from all over the world
is facilitated, thereby
encouraging a yearround feel among IS
leadership. IS leaders
develop stronger
relationships with other
members of the
steering committee,
potentially helping to
create a firmer
leadership pipeline and
more diversity of IS PD
offerings.

This might add to the
burden on IS leaders
who already report
feeling overwhelmed
by bureaucratic tasks.

TESOL sets up Google
drives for each IS to
keep IS records and
documents

Some ISs (SLWIS and
SPLIS) report doing this
already with great
success.

Continuity of
information and
practice is ensured
despite annual
leadership turnover.

If IS chairs and IS
secretaries don’t store
the documents, TESOL
either has to chase
them down or the
information is not
saved. In some parts of
the world, internet
access may be limited
and access to Google
and other websites
blocked at a national
level.

Communication among leaders of different ISs
Under the current organizational structure and communication flow, ISs operate within a set of silos. As is
evidenced by responses to the ISTF Leader Survey, IS leaders are rarely aware of what other ISs are doing. Due
to the poor flow of information, ISs may miss out on opportunities to provide more communication and
professional development opportunities on a year-round basis, and their members may miss out on valuable
opportunities for networking and professional development across ISs. Table 4 details proposed options for
addressing these issues.
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Table 4. Options for Improvement of Communication Among IS Leaders
Proposed Option

Rationale

Pros

Cons

In addition to face-toface meetings at the
TESOL annual
convention, IS leaders
e-conference regularly
throughout the year.
They read each other’s
annual reports, which
are stored in an online
community

Other associations,
such as The American
Council on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages
and the American
Health Information
Systems Association,
provide an online
community for IS
leaders. Again, the
facilitation of
networking
opportunities between
IS leaders was
requested in several IS
annual reports.

IS leaders are more
connected throughout
the year with each
other. This may lead to
more collaboration
outside the annual
convention.

Again, this may
increase the burden on
IS leaders who already
complain of being
overwhelmed by
bureaucratic tasks.

TESOL staff liaisons or
an entity or person
similar to the ISLC
compile a regular
newsletter or blog
containing information
about other IS events
and practical tips that is
circulated among IS
leaders

Other associations,
including the National
Council of Teachers of
English, send out a
newsletter twice a
month to all IS leaders.
In IS annual reports,
many IS leaders
communicated a sense
of frustration about not
knowing what they
could do as IS leaders.
Hearing about what
year-round activities
other ISs are offering
would benefit current
leaders more than
hearing about them
once at a meeting at
the convention.

IS leaders would have
regular updates about
what other ISs are
doing year round.

Maintaining and
curating this
information is
potentially timeconsuming for staff or
other volunteer
leaders.

[Current practice]
TESOL mandates and
organizes networking
sessions at the annual
TESOL convention. A
governing body similar
to the ISLC or a TESOL
staff person facilitates
pre- and
postconvention

Other associations the
ISTF interviewed
reported providing
space at conferences
for their KBMCs to
meet and providing a
platform for ecommunication.

IS leaders report
benefiting from the
face-to-face
networking
opportunities provided
at the IS Leaders’
Workshop.

Networking
opportunities are
largely tied to
convention attendance,
belying the year-round
goals of TESOL for its
ISs.
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discussion via a listserv.

Communication between IS leaders and staff/conference organizers
From the survey of IS leaders, it was found that many leaders were unaware of all the resources TESOL
offered to support their work, such as the availability of web conferencing software. A stronger orientation,
either via a face-to-face meeting over the summer or a webinar, would help IS leaders figure out everything
available to them to offer IS programming and engagement in other activities. IS leaders expressed concern
about the possibility of restructuring, about maintaining contact with TESOL top level leadership, and about
the impersonal nature of email communication from the organization. One possible option, to have a board
liaison for each IS, would help IS leaders feel connected and give them someone to turn to with occasional
questions or concerns. Similarly, regular conference calls with the president and/or board members would
permit them to express concerns or ask questions. Such calls could also provide the option for two-way
communication: The IS leaders could be consulted on various ideas as well. Table 5 details proposed options
for addressing these communication issues.
Table 5. Options for Improvement of Communication Between IS Leaders and TESOL Leadership
Proposed Option

Rationale

Pros

Cons

Each board member
acts as a liaison for one
or two ISs, making an
appearance at their
annual meetings and
serving as a contact
person for IS leaders
who have questions,
concerns, etc.

IS leaders are
concerned about loss
of contact with the
board under potential
new structures. This
gives them a more
personalized
connection and
someone appropriate
to contact with
concerns and who can
direct them in the right
direction if they’re
unsure where to turn.

Relatively low work for
what appears to be a
strong interest of
leaders; helps
personalize IS leaders’
TESOL experience and
makes them feel valued
in the organization.
Would help board
members stay
connected to
immediate member
concerns.

An extra burden on
board members’ time
and responsibilities.
Often, a board member
might not be the
appropriate person to
go to with
questions/concerns.
Board members could
become mired in
details rather than
making major policy
decisions.

Stronger orientation for
new IS leaders in the
first few months of
their leadership via a
face-to-face meeting or
a webinar

A number of IS leaders
didn’t seem to know
what resources TESOL
offered them to do
their work (e.g., a web
conferencing platform)
and/or didn’t know
other aspects of their
duties.

A way to help showcase
the resources that
TESOL has/offers for ISs
and their leaders;
increase utilization of
said resources that are
already being paid for.

Additional resources
needed to organize
webinar, and especially
a face-to-face meeting.

A quarterly webinar
with TESOL staff,
including the president,

This offers another way Relatively low resource Another commitment
for IS leaders to feel
way to personalize IS
for IS leaders and
connected with TESOL’s leaders’ experience and TESOL staff on top of
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executive director, and
IS leaders

central office, learn
more about resources
offered, and express
their concerns (and be
asked for feedback) on
new policies.

make them feel valued
in the organization; a
formalized way to
maintain regular
feedback between IS
leaders and office staff.

already busy schedules;
would IS leaders attend
and actively
participate?

Communication between general members and staff/conference organizers
Task force members were surprised at the survey findings revealing that a large percentage of TESOL
members were not members of ISs in part because they didn’t even know what an IS was. This finding may
stem in part from a number of members joining TESOL purely for the convention discount; however, it is the
view of the task force that ISs are a valuable part of the TESOL membership experience, and becoming an IS
member helps foster loyalty to TESOL. The association would benefit from doing more to ensure members are
aware of ISs. Possible options include improving member engagement by focusing on more personalized
email communication and an improved website experience, the latter of which has the potential to engage
and retain younger members. Table 6 details some options for addressing these communication issues.
Table 6. Options for Improved Communication Between TESOL Members and Staff
Proposed Option

Rationale

Pros

Cons

More personalized
emails from TESOL
leadership
(president/board) to
members and IS
leaders

Members expressed
concerns that a lot of
the communication is
filled with ads and
impersonal
information.

An easy way to make
members feel more
connected and valued
in the organization.

Will IS leaders bother
to read the more
personalized
communications? What
will the
communications focus
on?

More outreach to new
members about ISs

A large percentage of
respondents to the
general membership
survey were not
involved in ISs and
many of them did not
know what they were.

Involvement in ISs
enables members to
get more out of their
TESOL memberships
and provides a point of
connection within the
larger association.

Outreach may be time
and resource
consuming and
unproductive,
especially if done only
via email.

Improved usability of
website to make
finding information
easier as well as to
promote
communication

Survey takers in general
did not find TESOL’s
website to be useful
and were not likely to
access resources like
the TESOL Community;
ISTF members felt,
similarly, that the
TESOL Community had
a cumbersome
interface.

The ISTF read a lot
about organizations
struggling to attract
younger members, who
tend to be more
dependent on
technology to connect
with others; an
improved website may
help attract and engage
this audience.

Expensive to develop
and maintain a website
and associated tools;
may still be hard to
compete with other
platforms like
Facebook, etc. unless
the new platform has a
stronger social media
component.
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7. Next Steps

To ensure that the membership as a whole and IS leaders in particular remained informed of its process and
had opportunities to share their views, the ISTF posted a report to the TESOL blog, and held a webinar in
March. At the Baltimore convention, it gave presentations at the TESOL Board of Directors meeting,
Leadership Briefing, IS Assembly, and during a session after the IS Assembly to further share its findings with
IS leaders and other interested parties. In these communications, the ISTF focused on its research and
findings, rather than presenting the options as provided to the board, as it is the board’s purview to act on the
possible options.
As the Board of Directors deliberates on these possible options and alternatives, the ISTF suggests that in
addition to considering the levels and the strategies within them, the board develops an implementation and
communications strategy. The implementation strategy would include a timeline for a phased implementation
of strategies, as well as a statement of principles, such as the following:
• At all stages there will be requests for feedback.
• The board commits to being open and transparent.
• The board commits to involving volunteer leaders.
• Changes will not be made just for the sake of change.
• Implementation will improve the membership experience.
In particular, the ISTF encourages strong engagement and interaction with TESOL’s IS leadership.
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8. Appendices
A. Charge

TESOL International Association
Interest Section Task Force

Charge, Goal, and Tasks
The goal of the task force is to present options to the Board of Directors on possible models and structures for
knowledge-based member-communities within the association (currently known as Interest Sections) that can
achieve the following vision:
TESOL International Association has a structure of knowledge-based member communities that:
• Cultivates knowledge for the field
• Increases the ability of members to identify and discuss professional issues relevant to their areas of
interest.
• Provides the means for this knowledge and information to be easily shared and disseminated both
horizontally and vertically within the association
• Regularly provides information on current issues within the field to both leadership and staff to
inform the programming and activities of the association
• Provides for different forms of groups relevant to their role and function (i.e. not a “one-size-fits-all”
model)
• Supports a leadership pipeline for members.
• Maximizes the benefits from time and financial investment of members in TESOL International
Association governance.
• Aligns with, and advances, the association’s strategic plan.
To achieve this goal, the task force is to conduct research on contemporary forms and functions of
knowledge-based member communities in associations. As part of their work, the task force will also
recommend correlating strategies to foster strong communication between these groups (i.e. Interest
Sections) and the board.

Deliverables
The task force shall submit a report to the Board of Directors that includes:
• A summary of their research into different models and functions of knowledge-based communities
within contemporary associations, including a list of pros and cons for each, as well as any best
practices
• An analysis of TESOL Interest Sections that builds upon the findings of the Governance Review Task
Force.
• A list of possible functions for knowledge-based member communities (such as interest sections)
within TESOL International Association
• Options for the board to consider on how these communities could be organized within TESOL
International Association (both formal and informal)
• Possible options on how knowledge and information can be shared and disseminated both
horizontally and vertically, including communication with the board
Timeline
The task force will meet virtually, and have nine months to complete their task. A status report will be due to
the board in September 2015, with the final report due February 2016. See the timeline.
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B. Photo chart of ISTF members
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C. Timeline
Steps
Background research

External research & analysis

Preliminary report to Board of
Directors

Internal research & analysis

Design options for board
consideration

Final report to Board of Directors

Actions
• review and discuss resources
on contemporary associations,
governance, and knowledgebased communities
• research roles, functions, and
structures of knowledge-based
communities in other
associations
• review research findings of
Governance Review Task Force
Submit initial findings based on
• background research
• information from other
associations
• review of Governance Review
Task Force report
• conduct initial analysis of TESOL
ISs
• collect and analyze additional
data from ISs
• consider knowledge-sharing
functions
• consider communication
functions
• consider structural and
governance options
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July-August 2015

September 15, 2015

September – November 2015

December – January 2016

February 2016
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E. List of associations surveyed
Included in full questionnaire or interview survey
AAM – American Alliance of Museums
ACTFL – American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
AHIMA – American Health Information Management Association
ALA – American Library Association
Americans for the Arts
ASCD (formerly Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development)
ASHE Association for the Study of Higher Education
ATD - Association for Talent Development (formerly American Society for Training and Development)
IATEFL – International Association for Teaching English as a Foreign Language
ISTE – International Society for Technology in Education
JALT – Japan Association for Language Teaching
NAFSA – Association of International Educators
NCSS – National Council for the Social Studies
NCTE – National Council of Teachers of English
NSTA – National Science Teachers Association
Studied initially but excluded from in depth questionnaire
ACS – American Chemical Society (158,000 members)
AECT – Association for Educational Communications and Technology
AERA – American Educational Research Association (160 Special Interest Groups)
American Geophysical Union (complex structure)
ASAE – The Center for Association Leadership
CATESOL – (Similar structure to TESOL but smaller)
CIES – Comparative and International Education Society (only 2,500 members)
EAIE – European Association for International Education (only 2,500 members)
IEEE – Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (400,000 members)
ILA – International Literacy Association (currently undergoing reorganization)
MLA – Modern Language Association (86 Divisions, 46 Discussion Groups)
NASPA – Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education
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F. Blank questionnaire for associations
Interviewer:
Interviewee:
Role of Interviewee:
Date:
Method: (e.g. phone, Skype, GoToMeeting, email)
Introduction: Knowledge-based member communities (KBMC) are a type of association component, or
subgroup. These groups bring together members who share an interest, (sub)discipline, or geographic
location into communities of practice. They go by many different names in associations---special interest
groups, chapters, councils, communities of practice, or interest sections, to name a few.
TESOL International Association is currently undergoing a review of its KBMCs (which it calls interest sections)
and is conducting research into how these groups function in other professional associations. We are
contacting you to learn more about the roles and functions of KBMCs in your association. We greatly
appreciate any information you can share with us and we thank you for your time.
[Answer initial questions via website if possible]
Questions
1) Name of association:
2) Size of association:
3) What are the KBMCs called in your association and how many are there? [After receiving the answer, use
the association’s term instead of KBMC in subsequent questions.]
4) What is the structure of the [KBMCs], and do they all have the same structure? What kind of rules/bylaws
do they have for their governance?
5) What are the procedures and requirements for establishing a new [KBMC]? What are the requirements for
maintaining the group status?
6) What is the [KBMC] membership structure (e.g., paid or free? How many groups can people belong to?)
7) Are there benefits available exclusively to members of the [KBMCs]? If so, what are they? How else do
[KBMCs] provide value to association members?
8) Please describe the role of [KBMCs] in your association. Do they have formal functions (i.e. affecting
association governance)? If so, explain.
9) How do your [KBMCs] strengthen your association in the following areas [ask one by one]:
• building community
• sharing knowledge
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•
•

constructing content specific professional development
providing networking opportunities?

10) What is the nature of the relationship between the [KBMCs] and their members, the board, and staff?
What are the responsibilities of each entity to others?
11) What role do [KBMCs] play in organizational decision making? How do they fit in the overall
mission/strategic plan of the organization?
12) How do [KBMCs] communicate with other parts of the association (board, staff, one another) and outside
stakeholders? What role does technology play in communication in [KBMCs] and among the larger
organization?
13) How does the association try to maximize the impact of [KBMC] volunteer leaders’ time and effort? How
does it maximize the benefit to members for time spent in [KBMC] activities? How do you measure
volunteers’ return on investment?
14) What training or professional development is provided for leaders of [KBMCs]? Who does this training?
How often does it happen? How is it structured?)
15) How do [KBMC] leadership roles fit into the overall association leadership pipeline?
16) Is there any overlap in interests, missions, or goals among the [KBMCs] in your association? To what
extent does this overlap (or lack of overlap) present benefits and/or challenges to the members, the [KBMCs],
and the association?
17) What kind of changes (e.g., the relation of the [KBMCs] to the executive board; the number of [KBMCs]
that individual members can belong to), if any, have been made to structure and/or role of the [KBMCs] in
your association? During these changes, what has been let go? What has been added and why? What was
done to facilitate the changes and how were the changes received by members?
18) Do you use [KBMCs] to attract new members and foster loyalty to the association? How?
19) you think of anyone else in your organization (staff or members) who would be useful to speak with?
20) Is there anything you would like to add to our conversation today?
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G. Report of Governance Review Task Force
A link to the findings of TESOL’s Governance Review Task force is here. Of particular interest as
relates to Interest Sections are the results of the surveys of Interest Section leaders on pages 44 to
52 and pages 58 to 63.
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H. Possible responsibilities for KBMCs to achieve each function
The first column lists three different levels of KBMC responsibility and volunteer time commitment. In many cases, this also links to how much autonomy the
KBMC will have. Information within parentheses indicates the source from previous research and discussions of the ISTF.
KBMCs support the TESOL International Association’s strategic plans (while adhering to the association’s mission, values, and standing rules) in the area of
Advocacy by...
● actively working with other entities within TESOL International Association and/or its global affiliates to advocate for their KBMC topic as well as for
English language professionals worldwide to improve their professional status
● providing resources/tools, including those related to language education policy, to enable KBMC members to engage in advocacy
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMCs actively advocate for their
KBMC topic in national and local
governments, school districts, etc.

Pros
●
●
●

Medium - KBMCs actively educate its
members about advocacy issues around their
KBMC topic and how to advocate

●

Low - KBMC’s have no advocacy role

●

Cons
more impact in TESOL field
all KBMCs have a role in carrying out
the Advocacy area of the strategic plan
a possibly new incentive to join and be
active in KBMC

●

members become better educated
about advocating for the field

●

reduces time and costs

●

●
●

●

●

requires special knowledge and training
for leaders and members
possible legal complications of
members being associated with the
Association
some leaders may not be interested in
advocacy
requires special knowledge and training
for leaders and members
some leaders may not be interested in
advocacy
reduces a possibility for a global impact
that the organized work of multiple
local groups can achieve
KBMCs do not play a role in carrying out
an entire piece of the association’s
strategic plan
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Advocacy by...conveying the Association’s value of and respect for diversity and inclusion in proactive, tangible ways
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMCs are responsible for ensuring
that their actions, discussions, materials, etc.
are presented with an active respect for
diversity; the KBMCs provide a set of
materials, webinars, etc. that explains
diversity within its specific topic

Pros
●

●

●

Cons
diversity issues are a core concern for
TESOL professionals (TESOL Online
Town Hall Meeting) and having
proactive, tangible ways of
connecting these issues within a
member’s KBMC topic, will help to
further the values of TESOL and show
that it is important to the Association
(Diversity & Inclusion Committee
presentation Q&A with audience)
being active will help raise awareness
of issues and improve the social
responsibilities of members and the
field of TESOL (SRIS open meeting
Q&A with audience)
having a proactive stance links more
to positive experiences (Diversity &
Inclusion Committee presentation
Q&A with audience)

●

●

not all members have experience and
training in diversity and inclusion (or
an understanding of it); this would be
an additional leadership training that
the Association may need to provide
current TESOL values state simply a
respect for diversity, but not an
active stance (Diversity & Inclusion
Committee presentation Q&A with
audience)

Medium - KBMCs are only responsible for
responding to diversity and inclusion
concerns when brought up by members

●

some members may wish to avoid
talking explicitly about diversity
issues but must address members’
concerns within KBMC

●

having a passive stance tends to link
to negative experiences because it’s
been brought up only in response to
a negative event

Low - KBMC are not responsible for selfmonitoring its activities and KBMC generated
resources for diversity and inclusion issues

●

leaders would not need additional
training

●

reinforces the stance of avoiding
important diversity issues and
furthers the cycle of silence
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Governance by
● engaging in the decision making process, including giving feedback, gathering information, and/or voting
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMCs are intimately involved in
decisions made by the board through
feedback (Annual Reports), projects,
discussion, and final votes. They also actively
bring members’ concerns to the boar

Pros
●
●
●

●

Medium - KBMCs’ feedback is actively sought
(Annual Reports); they may or may not have a
vote in the final decision; KBMC act as a
middle-person to represent members’
concerns to the board

●

Low - KBMCs are informed of board decisions
but play no active or voting roles in governing
the association; members contact board
directly about actionable concerns and issues

●

Cons
reduces “silos” and reduces “us versus
them” perception
gives more incentive to join KBMC
improves nimbleness of the Association
through a value on dialogue,
transparency in decision making, and
having direct lines of communication
(Will to Govern Well)
improves trust through involvement
and a sense of relevance (Will to
Govern Well)

●

reduces “silos” and improves
communication

●

decision making is more streamlined

●
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●

●

may compromise efficiency of the
decision making process
some KBMCs may not want the
responsibility of or have the time for
researching and discussing issues

KBMCs may want a voting role in final
decisions
having a “middle-person” increases the
chance of misrepresentation and/or
non-conveyance of members’ voices
Board’s decisions may not be clearly
communicated to KBMCs (GRTF Focus
Groups)
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Governance by
● creating and carrying out their own annual plans
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

Cons

High - KBMCs create and carry out their own
annual plan of projects and report to the
board afterwards

●

self-generated action plans are more
likely to be completed.,

●

some projects may not align with the
overall mission of the Association

Medium - KBMCs create their own annual
plan of projects and put it forth to the board
for feedback/approval to ensure it aligns with
TESOL Int’l Assoc’s strategic plan, mission,
and values

●

self-generated action plans are more
likely to be completed.
promotes the “we are a part of a larger
organization” perspective

●

requires more time for the board (or
staff) to process

Low - the board tasks each KBMC with a
project based on the larger plans for the
association

●

the board knows institutional history to
prioritize goals that brand new KBMC
leaders may not

●

does not allow KBMCs innovative
thinking
some KBMCs may not agree with this
top down approach

●
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Governance by
● monitoring/reviewing/evaluating KBMCs to include accountability measures
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High -KBMCs monitor and evaluate
themselves on regular basis and
monitor/evaluate other KBMCs through a
peer-based system; KBMCs may be required
to maintain a certain level of activities in
order to keep the KBMC status.

●

Medium - KBMC’s monitor themselves and
report to TESOL staff/board; TESOL
staff/board hold KBMCs responsible

●

Low - TESOL staff/board monitor and ensure
KBMCs are meeting expectations and hold
KBMCs accountable

●

●

●

Cons
a peer system allows for accountability
without a top down approach
regular evaluation ensures KBMCs stay
nimble

●

a peer monitor system may cause
awkwardness in relationships among
leaders/members

evaluation can be based on a list that
they created themselves or co-created
fosters trust (Will to Govern Well)
where leaders trust others to perform,
and progress is assessed without an eye
toward documenting problems

●

when one KBMC isn’t meeting the same
expectations as another KBMC, there
can be hard feelings between the
groups

a top down approach is beneficial when
KBMCs leaders do not have authority
over a peer

●

KBMCs may resent the top down
approach and view it as draconian
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Governance by
● seeking, mentoring, and training leaders to improve the leadership pipeline
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMCs leaders provide training
opportunities and actively recruit leaders
from those sessions; create and maintain a
leadership handbook and the history of
KBMCs for mentoring/training purposes ;

Pros
●
●
●
●

Medium - KBMCs share already established
resources for leadership training, but do not
actively create or run leadership training
and/or only provide that leadership training
for KBMC leaders; give feedback to TESOL
staff who maintain the leadership handbook
and the history of each KBMC

●
●

Low - KBMCs do not offer leadership training
or maintain a leadership handbook; KBMCs
do not maintain the history; TESOL staff is in
charge of training, handbook, and the
maintenance of history

●

●

Cons
provides an incentive to join and
participate
improves leadership pipeline
helps transition between leaders
(Annual Reports, TESOL Survey)
institutional memory is maintained,
valued, and used to inform future
actions

●

provides members an added benefit
improves communication among
KBMCs and TESOL staff
TESOL staff could use the feedback
from the handbook as a measurement
of KBMC needs

●

cost and time effective for KBMCs

●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●
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leaders will need training in leadership
and mentoring skills
time and effort to create/maintain
leadership handbook and record of
history
leaders may view these responsibilities
as administrative and not KBMCs’ role
too much focus on history could limit
one’s thinking
doesn’t necessarily improve the
leadership pipeline
communication will take work
creates more work for TESOL staff

leaders may not receive sufficient
training (Annual Reports; TESOL survey)
less personalized to each KBMC
valuable historical memory becomes
lost as older members rotate out of
being active within the organization
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Governance by
● Providing periodic public recognition, acknowledgement, and appreciation for volunteers’ achievements
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High - KBMCs are the main source of
recognition, acknowledgement, and
appreciation for KBMC members who
contribute to the KBMC and the field of
TESOL; can be through newsletters, listserv,
website, etc.; members who participate more
earn points and are displayed on the main
KBMC webpage (AHIMA Interview)

●

Medium - KBMCs are encouraged to do the
above, but it is left up to each KBMC
Low - KBMCs are not responsible for thanking
or recognizing its membership; this is left to
the Awards Committee

Cons
within a volunteer based
organization, this piece is vital to
build loyalty, trust, and motivation to
participate
leaders of professional organizations
who receive prestige are eager to
volunteer and serve within the
organization (ISTF Interviews)

●

●

less work compared to “High”

●

inconsistency across KBMCs

●

less work for KBMCs

●
●

fewer thanks to go around
may be more personal from KBMC

●
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●

recognition from the board or a
committee may have more prestige
online point systems need special
software
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Governance by
● engaging in the review of TESOL association (the whole or its pieces)
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High - KBMCs are responsible for completing
regular reviews of themselves and/or other
pieces of the Association

●

Medium - KBMCs are sometimes tasked with
completing a review of themselves and/or
other pieces of the Association

●

Low - TESOL staff, the board, committees,
and/or special Task Forces do reviews; KBMCs
are consulted when relevant

●

●

Cons
self-review helps to make KBMCs more
self-aware and could lead to better
decision making
regular reviews could ensure that
KBMCs remain nimble

●

the rules for the process will need to be
created and may need training for
KBMC members to produce reports that
are consistent across KBMCs

an as needed basis allows for more
flexibility for volunteer’s time

●

without a regular cycle period, reviews
may be sporadic and not as useful
KBMC members would still need
training to produce the reviews

less volunteer time for KBMC members

●
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KBMCs may know themselves better, so
an inside perspective in the process
may be valuable
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Professional Learning/Engagement by...
● providing PL opportunities on their KBMCs topic (through in-person, online events, and/or asynchronous resources)
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMC members volunteer to organize
a set number of webinar, in-person miniconference, and/or other events with
assistance from TESOL staff in organizing it

Pros
●
●

●

Cons
provides year round benefits and
professional development for members
in-person events provide networking
opportunities at the local level,
especially if collaborated with a local
affiliate
KBMCs expertise benefits members

●

●

one required event does not ensure
year-round activities

●
●

doesn’t ensure year-round events
KBMCs expertise is not used to benefit
TESOL members

Medium - KBMCs must have at least one
webinar, in-person mini-conference, or other
event with assistance from TESOL staff in
organizing it

●
●

contributes to stronger connection with
local affiliates and the TESOL
association
KBMCs expertise benefits members

Low - KBMCs may but are not required to
host webinars, mini-conferences or other
events

●

reduces volunteer time and cost
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●

requires significant time, resources,
organization, and advertising
not all members have steady access to
the internet to participate in online
events
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Professional Learning/Engagement by...
● providing PL/engagement by matching members’ skills to volunteer opportunities through KBMCs activities
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
Increasing member participation

Pros

Cons

High - KBMC leaders drive people to the
communities through discussion facilitation
and project germination

●

Continuous promotion and engagement
is key to active member participation
(AHIMA Interview)

●

Leaders may need training/support in
facilitating discussion and organizing
projects.

Medium - KBMC leaders create discussions,
posts, etc. whenever activity drops down

●

an as-needed basis gives leaders more
freedom in volunteer hours

●

this may not be enough to make the
group active
in IS’s current state, only 41% of IS
chairs believe ISs use people for max
impact & 58.9% say ISs engage best &
most qualified people (GRTF Focus
Group)

Low - KBMCs are not responsible for making
members active

●

relieves KBMC leaders of the
responsibility for members’
inactiveness

●

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
Providing leadership positions
High - KBMCs have multiple leadership
positions available and may create new
positions with steering committee approval
(e.g., project leadership positions with
defined project guidelines)

Pros
●
●
●

●

●

does not take advantage of the closer
relationship KBMC leaders may have to
their members
KBMC may become inactive

Cons
gives many purposeful and clear
options for “lurker” members to join
the core of the KBMC
gives KBMCs the freedom to adapt their
structure as necessary
shares and distributes the work and
– 46 –

●

takes time for the leadership to
organize and create these opportunities
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volunteer hours
Medium - KBMCs have a limited number of
leadership positions available; KBMCs may
create new positions with board and steering
committee approval

●

same as above, but possibly with fewer
positions

●

some KBMCs may not want to get the
board’s approval

Low - KBMCs have a limited number of
leadership positions available

●

easier admin and management

●

in IS’s current state, only 56% IS chairs
believe the IS provides leadership
opportunities (GRTF Focus Groups)
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Professional Learning/Engagement by...
● educating their members about TESOL International Association and their role in the organization
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
Educating their members about TESOL

Pros

High - KBMCs provide materials and
education about the Association’s strategic
plan, mission, and values; demonstrates to
members how the KBMC is furthering those
goals and aligning with the mission/values

●

Medium - KBMCs post links to the
Association’s plan, mission, and values but
not actively educate members on it;

Cons
ensures that all KBMCs are working
within the Association’s strategic plan,
mission, and values
members can “see” how they fit in the
big picture of the Association and
furthers an “us” perspective instead of
“us versus TESOL/them”

●

●

time and cost effective; relatively easy
for KBMC leaders

●

members may ignore and not self-study
these documents

Low - KBMCs are not responsible for
members’ education of the Association

●

time and cost effective for KBMCs

●

a missed opportunity to better inform
members
members may not feel or understand
they are part of a larger organization

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
Disseminating information from TESOL
International Association

Pros

High - KBMC leaders disseminate information
from other constituencies within the TESOL
International Association to their members

●

●

●

●

not all KBMC leaders are familiar with
the strategic plan, mission, and values
and thus requires training

Cons

gives a more personal touch to
incoming info if it comes from your
KBMC leader (50% members prefer
KBMC leaders to email them directly vs
listserv/other methods (ISTF general
membership survey))
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●

●

less efficient because it makes KBMC
leaders the “middle person” (and
messages may or may not be FWD’d to
members)
TESOL members who aren’t in a KBMC
do not receive the message
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Medium - TESOL staff post info on the KBMC
listservs to disseminate information from the
association

●

reduces KBMC leaders’ volunteer time

●

TESOL members who aren’t in a KBMC
do not receive the message

Low - KBMCs are not used to disseminate
information from the association; the
association delivers information directly to
members

●

Reflects members’ preference (81.5%
prefer to receive information from the
association vs.22.4% who prefer IS
listserv or discussion boards; TESOL
International Association survey)
reduces KBMC leaders’ volunteer time

●

some members may overlook multiple
emails from “TESOL” as opposed to
from their KBMC leader

●

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
Advertising and educating members
High - KBMC leaders and members are
responsible for advertising their own KBMCs
and educating members about what KBMCs
are

Pros
●

●
●
●

Cons
KBMCs are well-positioned to define
and monitor changes in the member
market for relevancy (Race for
Relevance)
getting professional development in
marketing is an incentive to join
leadership
increases membership
KBMC leaders are likely to be
committed as they know their group
better than anyone and are personally
invested

●

●
●

requires staff resources
staff needs marketing training

●

requires staff resources

Medium - KBMC leaders work with TESOL
staff to advertise KBMCs and educate
members about what KBMCs are

●
●

reduces the volunteer time than the
“HIGH” option
improves communication between
KBMC leaders and TESOL central office
staff

Low - TESOL staff are in charge of advertising

●

cost and time effective for KBMC
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●

●

Each KBMC would require online access
to email all members of TESOL Int’l
Assoc.
rigorously defining the member market
is vital for relevancy but may be difficult
for KBMCs to do alone, (Race for
Relevance)
KBMC leaders would need marketing
training
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and educating members about KBMCs

leaders

●

does not take advantage of KBMC
leaders’ intimate knowledge and
experience with the group

Professional Learning/Engagement by...
● providing networking opportunities for their members
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High - KBMCs facilitate networking among
members and actively build and foster
relationships through various means such as
maintaining an e-meeting space (chat room,
blog, discussion board, social media page,
etc.), organizing local get-togethers

●

Medium - KBMCs provide resources and
communication “spaces” for its members but
don’t actively monitor or encourage people
to participate

●

Low - KBMCs are not responsible for actively
getting members to connect to one another

●

●
●

●

Cons
a sense of community is the #1 intrinsic
motivator for online group members
(CoP research; Mysirlaki & Paraskeva)
this can increase loyalty
communication can be improved

●

costly and time consuming

it still gives people the opportunity to
network but doesn’t put much burden
on leaders
more responsibility placed on members
to get out of it what they put into it

●

Not likely to lead to a strong network or
sense of community as “build it and
they will come” approach has not
worked (e.g., AHIMA interview)

saves volunteer hours

●

a sense of community is not likely to
develop
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Professional Learning/Engagement by...
● serving as the “face” of the association for TESOL professionals
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMCs become synonymous with
TESOL International Association; if you are a
TESOL member, you are a KBMC member and
vice versa; the KBMC membership is like the
front door of the Association and welcomes
members in and shows them what’s what

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
represent TESOL Int’l Assoc
High - KBMCs work to build brand loyalty by
giving clear value and significance to having a
TESOL International Association membership,
while keeping at the forefront that KBMC
work is work for the Association.

Pros
●
●

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs:
Recruiting TESOL members

a sense of community is the #1 intrinsic
motivator for online group members
(CoP research; Mysirlaki & Paraskeva)
gives personalization to members who
may feel disconnected from or
intimidated by the large Association as
a whole

Pros
●

●

this is more work for KBMC leaders who
would need additional education and
training about the Association

Cons
●

may also be viewed as some in a
negative “big brother” perspective
rather than a “we are all family”
perspective

●

●

may create/increase a sense of
disconnect between KBMCs and TESOL
International Association as a whole.

Pros

Cons

●
Low - KBMCs may or may not be mindful of
presenting activities and other resources
from the KBMC as coming from the
Association

Cons

when members know they belong to a
group and understand its emotional
value and significance, they identify
with the group and increase loyalty to
the group (CoP Research; Rezaei &
Ghodsi)
Steers members away from an “us
versus them” mindset.
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Joining KBMCs provides a purpose and
incentive for joining the association
a sense of community is the #1 intrinsic
motivator for online group members
(CoP research; Mysirlaki & Paraskeva)

●

●

staff could be trained and KBMC leaders
could act as support; saving costs for
training

●

it still takes a lot of people a lot of time

●

saves volunteer hours

●

reduces an opportunity and incentive to
grow the association faster

High - KBMC leaders and members recruit
TESOL members; a referral service may be
setup wherein you receive a discount for
referrals

●

Medium - KBMC leaders work with staff to
recruit TESOL members; a referral system
may or may not be an option
Low - KBMC leaders and members are not
involved in recruiting members

●

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs: Building
and maintaining connection with other
organizations

Pros

High - KBMCs reach out to other
organizations, especially those with a KBMC
that mirrors their own; they maintain these
relationships for the Association

●
●
●
●
●

Medium - KBMCs may reach out to other
organizations to work on one time projects

●

●

KBMC leaders would need training in
best practices for marketing and
advertising
the number of additional members may
not balance out the discounts for
referrals

Cons

builds networks and relationships
among professional organizations
a possible source of new memberships
for the Association
new ideas may be generated for the
field through partnerships
share the responsibilities and resources
needed for providing and creating
resources
individual members may have existing
contacts that allow a more direct
establishment of a professional
relationship

●
●

one KBMC can work with multiple
organizations over time without

●
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●

this is a lot of work for KBMC members
the Association would need to approve
any associations with other
organizations to monitor the use of the
Association’s name and resources
anything dealing with money would be
troublesome

doesn’t guarantee a sustainable
relationship
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●

Low - KBMCs are not responsible for outside
communications with other organizations

●

spending the time and resources to
maintain a relationship with one
organization
freedom to change topics/focus,
especially as KBMC leaders and hot
topics change
avoid any problems with associating the
Association’s name and resources with
other organizations

●

the Association exists within its own
“silo”

Research by...
● creating new knowledge on their KBMCs topics, including work with other KBMCs whose topics intersect
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs
High - KBMCs are required to have
brainstorming sessions with its members and
discussions around recent news and research,
and to present ideas to the larger Association

Pros
●
●

●

Cons
is a specific task that KBMCs can
achieve; gives purpose to the KBMC
collaboration of knowledgeable experts
within a KBMC can lead to valuable
breakthroughs not only in the
association but in the field, which
allows the association to define the
field and become a leader of the field.
incentive for researchers to stay active
in KBMCs

●

takes active facilitators and organizers
in the KBMC to make this happen

Medium - new ideas and topics may selfgenerate through normal KBMC functions and
these ideas are presented to the larger
Association

●

KBMC members have less responsibility
in growing a shared body of knowledge

●

this becomes sporadic and
happenstance rather than purposeful
actions

Low - KBMCs are not responsible for
generating new ideas and innovation

●

reduces volunteer hours

●

not utilizing members’ skills in the best
way
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Research by
● collecting and disseminating knowledge on their KBMC topics, within KBMC and also the association as a whole
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High - KBMCs create resources and maintain
resources, such as online websites, blogs,
and/or social media pages; publishing online
or offline materials; activities and classroom
materials for members; actively conduct and
share research on KBMC topics

●

Medium - KBMCs are charged with mainly
gathering already-established resources (such
as those mentioned above) and occasionally
generating the resources themselves
Low - KBMC are not charged with the
generation or gathering of resources; instead,
their main function is to act as a sounding
board and discussion group for members
around their KBMC topic

Cons
user-generated resources bring value to
the KBMC and provide opportunities for
members to stand out and gain
recognition
a large scale production of materials
from volunteers creates huge benefits
for members

●

●

less volunteer time

●

removes an extra opportunity of
providing recognition/reward

●

reduces volunteer time

●

a reduction of materials and resources
available to members, which means
fewer benefits for joining the
association

●
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●

this requires a lot of time from KBMC
members and leaders
requires a tech person to manage the
online space(s)
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Research by
● being the “go to” source for all TESOL questions related to their KBMC topics

Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High - not only, does the KBMC encourage
members to present questions to the KBMC,
but it is also responsible for researching and
maintaining the best and up to date
information for its members surrounding the
KBMC topic

●

Medium - the KBMC is known as a place you
may ask questions, through listservs for
example; but the KBMC is not responsible for
ensuring members’ answers are up to date
and based on current research
Low - the KBMC’s main function is not as a
source of knowledge; but it is founded on an
already established base of agreed upon
knowledge and values around its topic

Cons
provides incentive for joining the KBMC
and thereby the Association
utilizes members’ skills and knowledge
gives an opportunity for recognition of
members’ expertise

●

takes a lot of time and responsibility
from KBMC members

●

gives value to being part of the KBMC,
but reduces the amount of
responsibility of its leaders and
members

●

may allow for outdated theories or
ideas to be perpetuated within a KBMC
if members don’t self-monitor the
source of information that is shared

●

least amount of time and responsibility
required from KBMC volunteer
members

●

doesn’t utilize the knowledge and skills
of KBMC members

●
●
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Standards by...
● engaging in standard-setting tasks
Possible responsibilities for KBMCs

Pros

High - KBMCs research and set the standards
in the field around their KBMC topic;
members produce white papers, etc.

●

Medium - KBMCs give feedback to board on
standards in the field around their KBMC
topic
Low - KBMCs have no role in setting
standards

Cons
gives a meaningful purpose to the
group
provides incentive that comes from
being able to voice opinions and make
strong public statements

●

●

gives KBMCs the chance to voice their
opinions and share their knowledge;
hopefully increase communication

●

still need the actionable or end product
so that KBMCs see the result of their
input

●

reduces volunteer time

●

doesn’t utilize the knowledge and skills
of KBMC members

●
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●

leaders and members will need to
devote more time to this task
overlap duties with committees or task
forces
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Q1 Name (optional):
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

Walton

1/30/2016 2:42 PM

2

Tony Terry

1/26/2016 11:09 AM

3

Brenda Custodio

1/26/2016 10:16 AM

4

Rebecca Oreto

1/26/2016 10:08 AM

5

Stephen Looney

1/26/2016 9:32 AM

6

Linda Wesley

1/26/2016 9:31 AM

7

Sarah Emory

1/26/2016 8:59 AM

8

Leo

1/26/2016 8:53 AM

9

Kevin Knight

1/26/2016 3:01 AM

10

Elena Shvidko

1/26/2016 1:11 AM

11

Jessica

1/25/2016 9:56 PM

12

Kenneth Kuo-Pin Chyi

1/25/2016 8:43 PM

13

Andrea Hellman

1/25/2016 8:41 PM

14

Betsy Gilliland

1/25/2016 6:44 PM

15

Rob Dickey

1/25/2016 5:49 PM

16

Liz Tummons

1/25/2016 5:37 PM

17

Beth Sheppard

1/25/2016 5:33 PM

18

Stephanie Korslund

1/25/2016 5:30 PM

19

Amanda Huensch

1/25/2016 5:26 PM

20

Misty Wilson

1/25/2016 5:22 PM
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Q2 Interest Section (select from dropdown
list)
Answered: 37

Adult
Education...
Applied
Linguistics...
Bilingual
Education...
Computer-Assist
ed Language...
Elementary
Education...
English as a
Foreign...
English for
Specific...
Higher
Education...
Intercultural
Communicatio...
Intensive
English...
International
Teaching...
Materials
Writers...
Nonnative
English...
Program
Administrati...
Refugee
Concerns...
Second
Language...
Secondary
Schools...
Social
Responsibili...
Speech,
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Skipped: 0
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Pronunciatio...
Teacher
Education...
Video and
Digital Medi...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Adult Education Interest Section (AEIS)

2.70%

1

Applied Linguistics Interest Section (ALIS)

2.70%

1

Bilingual Education Interest Section (BEIS)

0.00%

0

Computer-Assisted Language Learning Interest Section (CALL-IS)

8.11%

3

Elementary Education Interest Section (EEIS)

8.11%

3

English as a Foreign Language Interest Section (EFL-IS)

0.00%

0

English for Specific Purposes Interest Section (ESP-IS)

5.41%

2

Higher Education Interest Section (HEIS)

2.70%

1

Intercultural Communication Interest Section (ICIS)

0.00%

0

Intensive English Programs Interest Section (IEP-IS)

8.11%

3

International Teaching Assistants Interest Section (ITA-IS)

13.51%

5

Materials Writers Interest Section (MWIS)

2.70%

1

Nonnative English Speakers in TESOL (NNEST-IS)

8.11%

3

Program Administration Interest Section (PAIS)

10.81%

4

Refugee Concerns Interest Section (RCIS)

2.70%

1

Second Language Writing Interest Section (SLW-IS)

8.11%

3

Secondary Schools Interest Section (SSIS)

0.00%

0

Social Responsibility Interest Section (SRIS)

5.41%

2

Speech, Pronunciation, and Listening Interest Section (SPL-IS)

5.41%

2

Teacher Education Interest Section (TEIS)

2.70%

1

Video and Digital Media Interest Section (VDM-IS)

2.70%

1

Total

37
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Q3 Based upon your experience as an IS
leaders, what are the advantages of this
system of 21 separate groups?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

#

Responses

Date

1

Allowing for separate groups gives more opportunities for members to self-identify who they are within the broader
TESOL field. Having more options lets each group have a smaller focus. It also better ensures a "home" for everyone
to create a personal connection to the association.

2/1/2016 12:28 PM

2

Material Writing is a distinct profession in the ELT field. While most writers and editors and content creators are
teachers as well, working as writers they have particular issues such as fair payment, exploitation of their copyrights,
opacity of the job market that other teachers do not have. They also need resources that other IS cannot provide.

1/30/2016 2:53 PM

3

Groups provide teachers with focused, discursive spaces for "voice."

1/28/2016 12:26 AM

4

People can choose to be part of a group that fits their needs and connect with others in similar jobs.

1/26/2016 9:23 PM

5

Focus on the needs of elementary educators and their students.

1/26/2016 7:05 PM

6

I think the individual IS's can really focus on the interests and needs of their members. IS's can also partner with one
another to offer panels that appeal to larger audiences.

1/26/2016 2:04 PM

7

Each IS can focus on specific issues relevant to its needs.

1/26/2016 1:21 PM

8

The group is niche, which means you can easily find other practitioners who deal with issues similar to your own. This

1/26/2016 1:15 PM

is crucial for ITA IS, as often we are the only ones at our universities who do what we do.
9

Being able to concentrate on one set of issues as a group and know specifically where to go when interests intersect is
invaluable.

1/26/2016 11:20 AM

10

I'm unsure about the other groups, but as an ITA instructor, our interest section is the one place that we can talk about

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

issues that are particular to our members. Although our group is a smaller one, I believe it is one of the most active.
We have strong links between our members-- social and networking links that often surprise members of other Interest
sections.
11

Members of TESOL often have specfic areas of interest, and the large number of groups allows a person to select the
group that most closely matches their work and their passion.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

12

Specifically targeted sessions and knowing the other members of the IS.

1/26/2016 9:37 AM

13

My primary interest section is an anchor for me within TESOL. Without my interest section, I doubt I would find TESOL
membership valuable. I have multiple secondary interest sections that I try to participate with. I target their
presentations at TESOL, participate on their email lists, and also read their newsletters. These groups help me find
materials and colleagues with similar interests rather than slogging through material and email that is irrelevant to me.

1/26/2016 9:06 AM

14

More focused on specific areas of interest. Opportunities to meet people who work more closely in the specific field or
interest.

1/26/2016 8:58 AM

15

The advantages include: 1) Networking 2) Collaboration 3) Professional development 4) Choice 5) Vision expansion
Etc.

1/26/2016 3:21 AM

16

I like the expertise that each section has...you know who the experts are and can seek advice...they represent the
voice of that interest group...

1/25/2016 10:00 PM

17

It helps to bring groups of professionals together within the organization. The members have diverse needs and

1/25/2016 9:13 PM

interests and the organization would become quickly irrelevant if people who share professional interests couldn't
meet each other, develop and deepen their connections.
18

Clear. You know where you want to go.

1/25/2016 8:52 PM

19

In a gigantic organization, the IS provides members with a relevant, personalized experience at the conference and
extending throughout the year.

1/25/2016 6:47 PM

20

The groups allow members to focus on specific goals/needs.

1/25/2016 6:22 PM
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21

Each group can focus on its specific area of expertise, especially providing networking opportunities to professionals
in specific interest areas.

1/25/2016 5:37 PM

22

I think the advantages of separate interest sections is that it allows members to focus on areas that they are
passionate about.

1/25/2016 5:35 PM
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Q4 What are the disadvantages of this
system of 21 separate groups?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

#

Responses

Date

1

Having too many groups can make communication among the groups difficult. It gives the association more moving
pieces to manage.

2/1/2016 12:28 PM

2

The disadvantage is the way it is implemented. It is often confusing what an IS has the right to do or not do. There is
no budget for activities and leadership puts such an emphasis on the convention alone that other activities get put to
the side.

1/30/2016 2:53 PM

3

"Issues"/topics often transcend the bounds of groups (e.g., equity; social justice), though the corresponding
conversations largely remain confined within groups and therefore isolated from each other.

1/28/2016 12:26 AM

4

Some people feel they fit in no group or several groups. They don't bond with any group. Some groups seem to have
more power or seem more important. For example, higher Ed folks and IEP folks seem to push their agendas ahead of
k-12.

1/26/2016 9:23 PM

5

Disconnect with secondary educators and specifically middle school educators and their students. Not sure if a K-12
IS group would be a better idea, but worth a try. More leadership opportunities and involvement.

1/26/2016 7:05 PM

6

I would imagine that it is difficult to maintain any kind of consistency regarding the quality of leadership, the
transmission of information, and so on. One IS may have strong leadership and an active community while another is
significantly less involved

1/26/2016 2:04 PM

7

Each IS may not be networked well with others and some tasks may be duplicated or areas of research may overlap
but members are not aware of what other IS groups are doing.

1/26/2016 1:21 PM

8

It makes learning from and collaborating with those with different experiences difficult.

1/26/2016 1:15 PM

9

Groups have gotten created that seemingly have very little to do with teaching English. Since we have no place but full
IS status for these groups, they make the system cumbersome. Quasi-related interests such as immigration deserve
attention, but might be handled better through something other than the IS structure.

1/26/2016 11:20 AM

10

Im not sure that I see a disadvantage to having 21 groups in an organization as big as TESOL. If I didn't have my
interest group, I would be much less likely to be as active in TESOL as I am.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

11

It is impossible to have communication between 21 groups, but as long as each one can communicate with the
leadership, I think that is enough.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

12

Overlap of sessions (i.e., an ITA session and a relevant Pronunciation sessions overlap)

1/26/2016 9:37 AM

13

Some groups are much smaller than others and that feels marginalizing at the TESOL convention. For the ITA group,
having less than 20 presentations focused on my primary job tasks and interests is frustrating for me. I need to be
supplementing with materials from much larger groups and unfortunately, some of the presentations I've gone to for
larger groups do not deliver what their abstract promises.

1/26/2016 9:06 AM

14

It is administratively cumbersome.

1/26/2016 8:58 AM

15

As an IS leader, I tend to focus on the activities of the IS and developing the IS as a learning community of
professionals.

1/26/2016 3:21 AM

16

No one seems to be overlooking to make sure they are doing their job...they could be working together, using each
other more

1/25/2016 10:00 PM

17

There is little communication across IS groups in general apart from a few shared projects (intersection sessions).

1/25/2016 9:13 PM

18

Quite a few TESOL members are not sure about the differences between the groups.

1/25/2016 8:52 PM

19

Since the IS meetings at the conference are all at the same time, members can really only participate in one or two.
Many issues cross IS boundaries (eg, writing is something done at all the different grade levels)

1/25/2016 6:47 PM

20

Members can get confused about which group to join.

1/25/2016 6:22 PM

21

As you said above, the groups are fairly divorced from the broader TESOL organization

1/25/2016 5:37 PM
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22

I think some groups overlap in certain areas. 21 interest sections seems like a lot and that some groups could probably
be condensed.
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Q5 On a scale of 1 to 5, how would you rate
the overall of effectiveness of this system
as it is currently configured in meeting the
needs of the field and profession?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

(no label)

0

1

Not at all effective1
(no label)

2

2

3

4

3

5

4

6

7

8

Very effective5

Total

0.00%

0.00%

36.36%

54.55%

9.09%

0

0

8

12

2

64

9

10

Weighted Average

22

3.73
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Q6 What are the advantages of this one-fitsall approach?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

#

Responses

Date

1

I kind of see the one-size fits all approach as analogous to the US Senate. Each state gets 2 senators regardless of
size or population. So I think it creates a sense of fairness because all groups should get the same opportunities.

2/1/2016 12:28 PM

2

Who will decide what opportunities and obligations each IS has?

1/30/2016 2:53 PM

3

This approach provides for continuity, in terms of space for "voice," and allows participants, over the course of many
years, to build upon an increasingly complex and rich historical and academic foundation, in terms of the issue/s and
topic/s in question. This approach also allows for networking.

1/28/2016 12:26 AM

4

It seems fair to those of us in the classroom. We don't have access to secretaries and grad students but we can meet
together each year at the convention.

1/26/2016 9:23 PM

5

Focus on the specific needs of the IS groups within TESOL and opportunities to network with others in other areas of

1/26/2016 7:05 PM

the country and world.
6

I guess it affords each IS more flexibility and autonomy and allows newcomers to take on a more active role than
another model may allow

1/26/2016 2:04 PM

7

There is a sense of structure and uniformity and equality between IS groups.

1/26/2016 1:21 PM

8

A sense of fairness and equality.

1/26/2016 1:15 PM

9

Sadly, it mainly provides prestige to everyone equally.

1/26/2016 11:20 AM

10

I think that in general this system has worked well with a few exceptions.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

11

Small groups like ours are able to take advantage of the support of the "mother" group, just like large groups.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

12

everyone can find a relevant group

1/26/2016 9:37 AM

13

On paper, I'm sure it seems fair to everyone.

1/26/2016 9:06 AM

14

Each group can work out how to best adapt to the system to serve its members.

1/26/2016 8:58 AM

15

My understanding is that all groups have the freedom to shape themselves, address their needs and pursue their own
goals. I think this ability to act as leaders in creating the group is a primary advantage.

1/26/2016 3:21 AM

16

I like that there is more stability

1/25/2016 10:00 PM

17

It is easier to manage the activities even with a TESOL small staff.

1/25/2016 9:13 PM

18

Simple, easy to understand.

1/25/2016 8:52 PM

19

Equal access to resources (financing and conference presentation opportunities)

1/25/2016 6:47 PM

20

A new member of TESOL can immediately find and fit into a group. One key goal of TESOL should be accessibility.

1/25/2016 6:22 PM

21

In theory, it should be easy to learn about (I'm not sure the current system is easy to learn about) No one could say it's
unfair.

1/25/2016 5:37 PM

22

The advantage of this system is that all groups are treated equally.

1/25/2016 5:35 PM
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Q7 What are the disadvantages of this onesize-fits all approach?
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

As the question implies, a problem is that not every group wants the same things. I do think that every group should
still have the same access to opportunities, but that, yes, there should be accountability if they do not fulfill equal

2/1/2016 12:28 PM

obligations.
2

As I said above, Materials Writers do have very different needs than other teachers. And yet we touch all teachers as
all teachers create materials of some kind. At the same time all teachers teach Writing and Pronunciation and other
subjects that are represented in IS groups. So it's unclear when you join an IS, what that means and thus it's unclear
what we should expect from our members or what they should expect from us. One teacher may want to simply find a
good textbook or two while another may want to find the latest research and a third is networking or wants to raise
advocacy issues. I like the idea of groups that have different needs and statuses to reflect the different interests of the
teachers.

1/30/2016 2:53 PM

3

Networking and seniority within groups can actually drown out the voices of other participants, as they control the IS's
agenda.

1/28/2016 12:26 AM

4

Some people want to be involved in several groups and time is limited.

1/26/2016 9:23 PM

5

Sometimes very fragmented and recently less focus on the IS groups within the conference itself. The meet and greet

1/26/2016 7:05 PM

tables seem to have become very ineffective in reaching out during the conference.
6

It can feel disjointed and haphazard. For my part, I am only now learning how to play my role in the IS a little bit
effectively and I am almost at the end of my term. I think more standard onboarding should be provided by TESOL.

1/26/2016 2:04 PM

7

The specific needs of some IS groups may not be easily addressed.

1/26/2016 1:21 PM

8

It can make administrative tasks for small groups with less active members monumental.

1/26/2016 1:15 PM

9

The attention of the organization is sometimes squandered on matters that are peripheral.

1/26/2016 11:20 AM

10

The main disadvantage is that we have many fewer sessions given to us than other groups.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

11

The groups are of different sizes with different needs.

1/26/2016 9:37 AM

12

Larger groups are allotted more resources including presentation slots.

1/26/2016 9:06 AM

13

There can often be considerable overlap between ISs to the extent that areas are missed or duplicated.

1/26/2016 8:58 AM

14

I'm not sure if there is a disadvantage if all groups have the freedom to shape themselves, address their needs and
pursue their own goals. I think this ability to act as leaders in creating the group is a primary advantage.

1/26/2016 3:21 AM

15

I like that interest sections share info throughout and voice concerns

1/25/2016 10:00 PM

16

The Interest Sections vary a great deal in their scope as well as in the size of their membership. The ISs do not have
representation and programming in proportion to their size. The qualifications of the IS leadership are uneven across
ISs; consequently, the quality of the work of the organization is uneven. The IS structure advantages individuals who

1/25/2016 9:13 PM

leave an existing IS to form their own group; thus, gaining greater access within the organization for their own agenda.
17

Sometimes different sections have different needs would want different things.

1/25/2016 8:52 PM

18

Constant recruiting of new members and leaders.

1/25/2016 6:22 PM

19

It doesn't meet varied needs.

1/25/2016 5:37 PM

20

The disadvantage is that equal isn't necessarily equal, especially with smaller groups.

1/25/2016 5:35 PM
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Q8 What other models do you think would
best serve TESOL members? Why?
Answered: 16

Skipped: 21

#

Responses

Date

1

Perhaps there is a sliding rule system. If you group (regardless of size) is meeting certain obligations, you receive the
same opportunities. If your group isn't meeting all of those obligations, you simply don't get all the same opportunities.

2/1/2016 12:28 PM

I am not against having a different model altogether; however, it seems that changes should be made more gradually
than what happened last year with the committees and ISLC. That felt sudden and wasn't communicated clearly to
members. Especially without a clear replacement structure or protocol, it felt messy and some people were
misinformed and also upset about it.
2

. I could honestly see there being within TESOL a materials creation and design entity (or maybe just a facet of the
resources provided) that sponsors webinars, books, and other resources targeted to all teachers. On top of that, there
could be a professional writers group that would represent the needs of professional writers including advocacy,
networking, and information webinars and resources. Perhaps a self-publishing group, modeled along the lines of the
eBook EVO could co-exist where interested parties swap ideas and tools for self-publishing.

1/30/2016 2:53 PM

3

Having forums, wherein groups come together briefly to explore a particular issue, might be one potential alternative,
or at least "cross-IS" alternative...

1/28/2016 12:26 AM

4

No idea

1/26/2016 9:23 PM

5

Honestly not sure.

1/26/2016 7:05 PM

6

I wonder if a set of TESOL volunteers or staff members who have a broad viewpoint on the matter might be able to
see where some interest sections have common interests and help them to combine.

1/26/2016 1:15 PM

7

Give methodology, linguistic, and administration matters solid, well supported structures. Let sociological matters have
looser structures that can easily relate to other TESOL or non-TESOL structures but require less attention.

1/26/2016 11:20 AM

8

I like what we have. If we changed to a different configuration, I think our group would be disbanded or lost. We are
small but we serve a very distinct group of clients.

1/26/2016 10:20 AM

9

The one-size-fits-all approach might be best but if we take that approach perhaps the groups need more autonomy.

1/26/2016 9:37 AM

10

I'm not sure. One thing that would help is that for smaller interest sections, not having all of their presentations running

1/26/2016 9:06 AM

at the same time would be helpful. Our interest section is small, but in the past few years we've had two or three of our
main sessions scheduled at the same time. When you're a large interest section like SPLIS, this isn't as problematic
but when you're small, it means picking and choosing between perhaps the three most useful sessions during the
whole conference.
11

I am not convinced that another system would work better. I think the current system allows enough flexibility that
members can use the ISs to create something that works for them. The fact that we are all very busy is a far bigger
hindrance than the model, I believe.

1/26/2016 8:58 AM

12

I am not sure what it would look like but a model that focuses on "communication"....as long as groups have the
freedom to shape themselves, address their needs and pursue their own goals. I think this ability to act as leaders in
creating the group is a primary advantage.

1/26/2016 3:21 AM

13

I feel there should be fewer permanent Interest Sections and each IS's access to the conference program should
reflect the size of the membership within the IS. I would close ISs that concentrate just a small group of members so
that this group's agenda would not be overrepresented.

1/25/2016 9:13 PM

14

--

1/25/2016 6:22 PM

15

I'm not sure, but I'm open. I think it's important that TESOL maintain some kind of groups that focus on specific areas
of our wide-reaching profession.

1/25/2016 5:37 PM

16

No comment at this time.

1/25/2016 5:35 PM
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Q9 As an IS leader, what is the kind of
information you are looking for from the
Association to help you in the tasks you
need to accomplish?
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

There have been times when I had ideas about what I'd like the IS to do, but didn't know IF we were allowed to. For
example, I heard we can't have off-TESOL webpages, but then I saw NNEST-IS had a successful one. For me, clear
policies that have enforcement. I also want to know who all the TESOL staff are and who to contact for what. For

2/1/2016 12:42 PM

example, getting the $100 reimbursement was confusing. Last year, our chair got a reimbursement form from
someone, which I completed and attached the receipt, but then we were told I had to write a letter, which I then wrote
on the back of the form. But I don't know who to contact this year about that or the proper procedure.
2

What are the resources available to us? What are the exact expectations? What is allowed? What is not allowed? We
have been told at various times that we should try to do webinars, that we must not do webinars, that we can only do

1/30/2016 2:57 PM

webinars through the TESOL system, that we must get permission to use the TESOL system, that anyone can use it.
It's very confusing.
3

It would be nice to be tapped into events/information that connect to the goals of the IS I am in.

1/28/2016 12:33 AM

4

How to get people interested in participating in the community, how to offer more sessions to our focus group-k-12
day takes away many potential EEIS participants and costs extra!

1/26/2016 9:34 PM

5

Whether in the U.S. or abroad, more focus within the conference on the needs of PreK-12 students, connections to
their families. Additionally, the IS groups seem to focus so separately on the group needs and don't look across groups

1/26/2016 7:10 PM

for their needs. Intersections are supposed to do this, but doesn't always seem to be effective. Sometimes based on
the IS leader's interest and less on the overall need for PD of members of the IS groups.
6

I would have liked a more comprehensive orientation about the duties of the various IS committee members. It seems
to be left to the outgoing committee members, which leaves one at the mercy of his/her predecessor.

1/26/2016 2:07 PM

7

I need to know 1) what my responsibilities are and 2) when they must be completed. The individual in the role before

1/26/2016 1:27 PM

me is lovely and very vision driven, but she isn't detail oriented. I need some place (or a million places so it's obvious)
where I can go to get this info that isn't emailing Michele or Lisa.
8

Direct information about my role and how matters in the association impact my role.

1/26/2016 11:23 AM

9

we are not given very much information about the resources that we can use from the Assoc, and when that

1/26/2016 10:45 AM

information is given out, it is usually haphazard and unorganized.
10

I agree that members, and especially leaders of the various IS, often do not know what is expected of them with the
one year rotation. I do get a lot of info from Lisa and Michelle, and they always answer any questions I have quickly,
but I have to know what questions to ask.

1/26/2016 10:26 AM

11

I am looking for better guidance on how to elicit articles and other submissions for the newsletter, especially across
interest sections. While the ITA group focuses on international teaching assistants, there is significant overlap with
other groups.

1/26/2016 9:10 AM

12

What sort of institutional support is available for each task.

1/26/2016 9:04 AM

13

Information about various resources that make it easy to create.

1/26/2016 3:25 AM

14

Task lists, required work do interest sections are on same page Some type of regular communication

1/25/2016 10:03 PM

15

I find that the flow of information from TESOL is abundant. I have a hard time keeping up with it. It is more important to
me that the information is archived in an easily accessible way so I can easily retrieve it when I need it. Much
important information comes in bursts with quick action needed, and I am not often able to get those items on my
schedule in a short notice. Having an annual calendar of tasks would help. Also, any action requires communication
with the IS officers and that takes time given that the IS leadership is usually spread across several continents and
different time zones.

1/25/2016 9:40 PM

16

Everything has been OK so far.

1/25/2016 9:00 PM

17

nothing yet

1/25/2016 6:48 PM
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18

send everything, each IS, each leader, seeks different things. Treat IS and Committees as "Vice Presidents that report
to the Board, but are not part of the Board" (do not attend except upon command)

1/25/2016 6:02 PM

19

Clear timelines and instructions for conference-related tasks, and publishing.

1/25/2016 5:39 PM

20

Within my IS I know what my role is because we have established the role of chair within the IS clearly. However, my
role as IS chair within the larger organization is often unclear. I don't always know what my duties are to the
organization as chair of the IS.

1/25/2016 5:38 PM
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Q10 What are some of the ways that the
flow of information among the Board of
Directors, leaders, staff, and member
groups could be improved?
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

If we know who to contact for what, that's a good start. For example, How does an IS chair contact the Board? Do we
email the president directly? For me, I do best communicating through email and online meetings, like the online town
hall. Face to face is preferable but not feasible. If it is communication among leaders, email is best. I don't like logging

2/1/2016 12:42 PM

into another platform to check a discussion board. If it's from the association to IS members, it should go directly to the
members and not through the IS leaders. I'm not a tweeter and I'm not good at facebook, but I tried to check it recently
but found that members cannot post on the TESOL facebook and can't "join" the TESOL group page?
2

Clearly written and transparent emails. Not relying on the Convention which is only once a year and not everyone can
attend to disseminate information. We get contradictory information from different sources as well as per above.

1/30/2016 2:57 PM

3

It would be nice to have a mechanism in place, where members of an IS can question whether information has been
properly disseminated by IS leadership...

1/28/2016 12:33 AM

4

Assign board members to meet with each IS at the steering board and open meetings.

1/26/2016 9:34 PM

5

Somehow having the IS group leaders involved in decisions (having a voice) at different levels and not just within the
IS groups.

1/26/2016 7:10 PM

6

Just more clarity for new people so we know what the roles are, etc. The handbook was helpful.

1/26/2016 2:07 PM

7

Easier to navigate sites. I have no idea what part of the TESOL site is applicable to me, and where I can get
information on processes, responsibilities, and deadlines. I'm very intimidated by the site. It seems messy and
cumbersome.

1/26/2016 1:27 PM

8

Those that relate to support structures such as community leaders need occasional reports from the head of that
secondary structure.

1/26/2016 11:23 AM

9

Almost anything would be an improvement. There is so little flow of information that it is almost laughable. In the 6
years that I have been in a leadership position in my IS, no one from the board of directors ever tried to introduce
themselves to me, to talk to me in person or in a small group, or ever asked me my opinion about issues that are
important to my IS. The major exception to this is Andy Curtis, who went out of his way to send an email addressed
personally to me as the chair of my IS.

1/26/2016 10:45 AM

10

Maybe a quarterly update just for IS leaders of what is happening with the organization. We get the email blasts, but
they are not always specific to what may be affecting us.

1/26/2016 10:26 AM

11

Last year, I was in a meeting in a conference room and there were too many voices for them all to be heard. Perhaps,

1/26/2016 9:40 AM

grouping the ISs for these meetings would be better.
12

Is there flow of information? I periodically get long, wordy emails or links to surveys but it never feels like true
communication. Most of the emails I get from TESOL are similar to the weekly mailers I get from Costco. It feels more
like a corporate communication than an organization made of members.

1/26/2016 9:10 AM

13

Again, we are all very busy. It is the responsibility of officers to communicate the information, which I think happens,

1/26/2016 9:04 AM

and the for member groups to read that information, which might not always happen. You could try condensing this
into sound bites and post on social media. That seems to be the trend. There are clearly downsides to this.
14

Visibility.

1/26/2016 3:25 AM

15

I don't feel like there is communication

1/25/2016 10:03 PM

16

I like that a member of the board of directors is assigned to each committee as a board liaison. That helps committees
be informed as well as communicate back to the board. However, the same is not true for the ISs and consequently, IS
leaders have much less access to relevant current information than committee members do. The flow of information is
unidirectional.

1/25/2016 9:40 PM

17

Not that I can think of now.

1/25/2016 9:00 PM
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18

maybe a section within the TESOL members only site that is limited to IS leaders and the BoD, where information can
be accessed. A blog or regular email list to IS leaders.

1/25/2016 6:48 PM

19

some, as opposed to basically none

1/25/2016 6:02 PM

20

Obviously clear communication among the different levels is needed but I'm not sure how to make that happen.

1/25/2016 5:38 PM
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Q11 On a scale of 1 to 5, how would you
rate your level of trust in the Association
and it leadership?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

(no label)

0

Do not trust1
(no label)

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

4

6

7

8

Trust very much5

Total

0.00%

9.09%

36.36%

31.82%

22.73%

0

2

8

7

5
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9

10

Weighted Average

22

3.68
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Q12 What are some of the factors that led
you to that rating?
Answered: 21

Skipped: 16

#

Responses

Date

1

I think that the way last year's implementation of changes to the governance structure wasn't done well. This damaged
the trust a lot of members have in the association. There was so much misinformation that I spent our open business

2/1/2016 12:42 PM

meeting putting out rumors and explaining the purpose of the changes and how members could share their voice with
the association that I never got around to what I had planned to speak on.
2

I'm not sure what the role of leadership is vis-a-vie the IS.

1/30/2016 2:57 PM

3

I worry that networking and status are much higher priorities than service...

1/28/2016 12:33 AM

4

EEIS has repeatedly asked for permission/help with offering a local kids book author at the convention. The last one I
remember was in New York. This is something that is easy and not that expensive and would appeal to our focus
group.

1/26/2016 9:34 PM

5

I have worked in different committees, and IS groups. The leaders want to hear our voices.

1/26/2016 7:10 PM

6

I feel that I am relatively new to the TESOL world. So, it's too soon for me to say what I think. But, I could sense that
there was a lot of frustration among IS leaders over the amount of time expected of us at the convention, for instance.

1/26/2016 2:07 PM

7

TESOL doesn't seem to be about active or purposeful deception. But information doesn't seem to reach most

1/26/2016 1:27 PM

members.
8

The relationships within TESOL in my experience are one of mentoring and professional relationships that lead to trust
and belief in the individuals.

1/26/2016 1:22 PM

9

I do not know enough to place a high degree of trust in them.

1/26/2016 11:23 AM

10

My experience with the Association has always been one of neglect of the ISs. We have had to struggle to get our
voices heard at the conference. TESOL is so busy scheduling things that cost money (Breakfast with TESOL's Best for
$20? Please, spare me.), and trying to force people to go to key note presentations that they are not interested in, that
they hear very little about people wanting more sessions from their colleagues.

1/26/2016 10:45 AM

11

I don't always know what is happening "at the top" and I don't like that some of the long standing groups like the PDC

1/26/2016 10:26 AM

are being reduced to a lesser standing.
12

Smaller intersections feel ignored/excluded

1/26/2016 9:40 AM

13

Who are the leaders? How does one speak to them? Other than reading a CV and clicking "vote" there seems to be
nothing to electing the leaders other than building their resumes. This is, I'm sure, naive and I imagine they work very
hard at their roles. As a member, I don't see it because it's not connected with what I do or how I participate in
TESOL.

1/26/2016 9:10 AM

14

I generally trust the GRTF as it is composed of members volunteering their time to make the organization better. I
have no reason to think otherwise.

1/26/2016 9:04 AM

15

I could meet with the leaders and understood why decisions were being made.

1/26/2016 3:25 AM

16

I have never felt that the leaders were not trustworthy

1/25/2016 10:03 PM

17

I trust the association and find that the director, staff, and board members are competent and have the Association's
best interest in mind. However, I acquired this knowledge and trust while being on a standing committee that had
regular direct contact with the staff and a board liaison. The Association looks differently from the perspective of IS
leaders, who feel more overwhelmed and less supported. They are also more critical of the organization and feel
justified in their criticism. I might feel the same way too if I started as an IS leader rather than a committee member.

1/25/2016 9:40 PM

18

Based on the past experience.

1/25/2016 9:00 PM

19

I haven't had any reasons not to trust the association, but I'm sure there's something since no organization is perfect

1/25/2016 6:48 PM

20

Stupid "politically-correct" policy statements from the board or central office that have no bearing on our role as
teachers of students.

1/25/2016 6:02 PM

21

I have faith that the leaders of this organization ultimately are doing what is best for the groups and members within
the organization.

1/25/2016 5:38 PM
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Q13 If your rating in the above question was
low, what are some of methods or steps the
Association can take to foster greater trust
among leaders and members?
Answered: 13

Skipped: 24

#

Responses

Date

1

Personally, I did read through the GRTF report prior to the implementation of structural changes. I followed the
process, but I was still surprised at some last minute changes. For example, committees found out *the week of the
conference* that they would only be around 6 more months. I think that marketing and PR could be improved. For

2/1/2016 12:42 PM

example, during plenaries at each convention is when the largest group of attendees is gathered, and yet the projector
doesn't share useful information or 'association updates'. It has a limited number of ads that cycle. I think that space
and other spaces, such as tesol.org's front page, could be utilized more efficiently to share information to people.
2

More clarity, more consistency.

1/30/2016 2:57 PM

3

Listen to us. Don't push every IS to work the same. Higher Ed and elementary people work differently. We want to
hear classroom teachers share what works in classrooms like ours. Let us read our own proposals like we did several
years ago. We know what we want to hear at the convention.

1/26/2016 9:34 PM

4

N/A

1/26/2016 7:10 PM

5

Better information transparency and flow.

1/26/2016 1:27 PM

6

Try to be more involved with the ISs. Now the that ISLC is disbanded, what is the direct line to the ISs going to be?
Get that person involved more on a personal level. Why hasn't someone from the Board ever come to the IS Steering

1/26/2016 10:45 AM

committee meeting room and gone from table to table introducing themselves to the different steering committees?
Why hasn't the person on the board who is the liaison with the ISs ever introduced themselves by email to the Chairs?
7

Better communication is critical. When you don't know what is happening, you may assume the worst.

1/26/2016 10:26 AM

8

Does the leadership ever send out missives? Emails from the president? Goals from the president? Does he/she have
round table discussions, online forum areas? How does a member contact an actual leader? All of my contact with

1/26/2016 9:10 AM

TESOL outside of my IS is with TESOL employees.
9

Change is generally necessary. However, if significant change that will have a negative effect on some is
contemplated, it would be best to indicate that is under active consideration before implementing it. That way,
members will have a chance to offer alternatives and at the very least understand the change is coming.

1/26/2016 9:04 AM

10

Visibility and support in connection with creative activities driven by the IS?

1/26/2016 3:25 AM

11

My rating wasn't low, but I might suggest that ISs have an assigned board liaison, who can facilitate two-way

1/25/2016 9:40 PM

communication.
12

"stick to the knitting" (management 101)

1/25/2016 6:02 PM

13

N/A

1/25/2016 5:38 PM
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Q14 With the above findings in mind, and
thinking about your experience as an IS
leader, please rate the following statements
on a scale of 1 to 5.
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

My IS has
experienced ...

My IS has
difficulty i...

I received
sufficient...

Additional
training and...

My IS does a
good job of...

My IS does a
good job of...

0

1

2

3

I disagree
strongly.1
My IS has experienced a lack of consistency in

4

I disagree
somewhat.2

5

6

7

I don't know or I
don't have an
opinion.3

8

9

10

I agree
somewhat.4

I agree
strongly.5

Total

Weighted
Average

9.09%
2

13.64%
3

18.18%
4

40.91%
9

18.18%
4

22

3.45

4.55%
1

50.00%
11

4.55%
1

22.73%
5

18.18%
4

22

3.00

18.18%
4

36.36%
8

9.09%
2

27.27%
6

9.09%
2

22

2.73

Additional training and leadership development
would help me in my position as an IS leader.

0.00%
0

9.09%
2

22.73%
5

36.36%
8

31.82%
7

22

3.91

My IS does a good job of identifying future
leaders.

4.55%

22.73%

18.18%

50.00%

4.55%

1

5

4

11

1

22

3.27

My IS does a good job of matching volunteer
skills and capabilities to appropriate job functions.

0.00%
0

36.36%
8

18.18%
4

40.91%
9

4.55%
1

22

3.14

work and effort with the annual rotation of
leaders.
My IS has difficulty in finding qualified volunteers
for leadership positions.
I received sufficient orientation and training when
I began serving as an IS leader.
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Q15 What are the advantages of this system
of selecting leaders?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 20

#

Responses

Date

1

The advantage is that we are ideally able to place someone in leadership positions that we identify with and who
represents our values. It also helps avoid problems of members disagreeing with the running of the association, as

2/1/2016 1:06 PM

they had a chance to influence the outcome. It's like after a US election, if your friend complains about the president,
but they didn't vote, you can say that they don't have good grounds to complain if they didn't even vote.
2

Anyone can become leader.

1/30/2016 2:59 PM

3

More people are involved.

1/26/2016 9:40 PM

4

I have seen a deterioration of the voting system in electing IS leaders. Since there are fewer volunteers there is usually
only one candidate for each position.

1/26/2016 7:13 PM

5

I think this depends on the interest in the positions. For a solid IS with lots of involvement, I think all positions should

1/26/2016 2:11 PM

be by election.
6

I don't know. It's weird because there's never more than one candidate usually.

1/26/2016 1:38 PM

7

It is friendly and ensures interested people are involved.

1/26/2016 11:26 AM

8

This is fine.

1/26/2016 10:47 AM

9

People who actually want a position are able to get one. Unfortunately, some people don't follow through once they
leave the convention.

1/26/2016 10:31 AM

10

In our small IS, the turnover of a year allows people with heavy job loads to dedicate time to the IS. This allows more
people to experience leadership roles.

1/26/2016 9:14 AM

11

It gives the appearance of democracy and encourages member engagement

1/26/2016 9:09 AM

12

It provides visibility, public recognition, and a sense of agency.

1/26/2016 3:32 AM

13

I don't think it matters since few run...just a formality

1/25/2016 10:05 PM

14

It is an accepted democratic process.

1/25/2016 9:49 PM

15

It's clear.

1/25/2016 9:12 PM

16

I don't understand the statement so I can't answer this question.

1/25/2016 6:50 PM

17

The advantage of this system is that peers get to elect who they want to represent them.

1/25/2016 5:43 PM
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Q16 What are the disadvantages of this
system of selecting leaders?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 19

#

Responses

Date

1

To have a true election, you need many volunteer candidates and that is hard to find. Finding candidates is hard.

2/1/2016 1:06 PM

2

Anyone can become leader, even someone who lacks knowledge in the area of specialty or someone who is new to
the IS. It is up to the existing chair to find new leaders but we've just figured out the job ourselves after 2 or 3 years,

1/30/2016 2:59 PM

3

Some people who have not been active in the group volunteer to be leaders but don't have an understanding of how
our group works.

1/26/2016 9:40 PM

4

Not enough people running for office or being nominated or even interested in serving. Elections have only one
candidate usually.

1/26/2016 7:13 PM

5

It probably speeds up the process of selection and removes barriers to those with less experience. In my limited
experience, relatively few are interested in being IS leaders.

1/26/2016 2:11 PM

6

People are discouraged from wanting to participate because they don't think they can win an election.

1/26/2016 1:38 PM

7

It is difficult for new people to get involved.

1/26/2016 11:26 AM

8

none.

1/26/2016 10:47 AM

9

I don't know how else we could do it, because we don't see each other or know each other well enough to promote a
leadership pipeline.

1/26/2016 10:31 AM

10

The turn over is fast. Some people are less organized than others. In small groups, often you have individuals running
"unopposed" and voted on by a small, core group of members.

1/26/2016 9:14 AM

11

Most members do not know each other that well. Candidates who know more people may be elected, even though a
very well qualified candidate may be running.

1/26/2016 9:09 AM

12

It is more time consuming, but that I think that may be a good thing.

1/26/2016 3:32 AM

13

Formal process, takes time

1/25/2016 10:05 PM

14

The polls seem to occur somewhat randomly over the listserve. We do not require a quorum.

1/25/2016 9:49 PM

15

We don't really know who the candidates are and who are really better for the position.

1/25/2016 9:12 PM

16

same as above

1/25/2016 6:50 PM

17

those without skills and no history in the IS can be elected because so few folks are active in the election process.

1/25/2016 6:05 PM

18

I do not have an answer to this question at this time.

1/25/2016 5:43 PM
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Q17 How could we improve the process of
identifying and selecting IS leaders?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 20

#

Responses

Date

1

I think if there was more information about what a leader actually does, more public recognition of leaders' work, and
more benefits, it would be easier to get volunteers. It's hard to identify leaders within your IS unless you already have

2/1/2016 1:06 PM

people volunteering for different projects. Selection is often self-selected or "hey, you've been vocal, would you like to
run?" So if we had better guidance in leadership and leadership training, it would help the process. I don't think we
need to change the actual process of election versus appointment.
2

Terms should be longer. There should be a membership requirement. Better information should be asked of the
candidates besides a 50 word bio

1/30/2016 2:59 PM

3

Potential leaders can/should provide a leadership agenda for what they hope to do in the IS.

1/28/2016 12:35 AM

4

Require leaders to attend a conference and IS open meeting before volunteering to run for an elected position.

1/26/2016 9:40 PM

5

Perhaps a summer training for IS leaders and potential leaders, with some benefits for attending, like CEUs,
certificates, etc.

1/26/2016 7:13 PM

6

I think there should be more information and promotion of the IS activities. I really didn't pay attention to my IS's until I
got involved in one by a strange twist of fate:)

1/26/2016 2:11 PM

7

good luck :)

1/26/2016 1:38 PM

8

Provide more and obvious support so that more people are interested.

1/26/2016 11:26 AM

9

Give tips to the current leadership on how to identify and train future leaders.

1/26/2016 10:47 AM

10

I don't think identifying and selecting is the issue, it is training! I had a great mentor and lots of years attending an IS,

1/26/2016 10:31 AM

so I know pretty much what is expected. But for a new person, the job can be overwhelming just from the aspect of not
understanding what is expected, when and why. I sought out training, but many new people don't know to do that or
even where to start. This could easily be done with webinars to be done at the person's convenience. Maybe they
can't take a job until they complete them.
11

Offer IS leader bootcamp? I have my primary IS where I'm active, but I would love to be more active or take on a role

1/26/2016 9:14 AM

in other IS. Have a session that goes over each leadership role, common job tasks, goals for it? A caveat, the IS
editors workshop last year involved the TESOL liaison reading us the guidelines. We can read, that is why we are
valuable editors. It was not a useful way to spend time to have guidelines read to us especially as everything was the
same as the previous year with only the name of the editor liaison updated. I know it's a mandatory session for
editors, but I can see why so many skip it.
12

While we are beginning to see an interest in running for leadership, it is still a commitment that too few are interested
in taking. The bigger issue, to my mind, is the weakness of our profession and the lack of support that many

1/26/2016 9:09 AM

institutions give to professional service. If leadership had benefits in the workplace, that would increase the pool
significantly. We could then discuss how to get more people.
13

Recruit past IS leaders for other leadership positions in the IS. It helps to have a mix of new and old leaders.

1/26/2016 3:32 AM

14

The election process and its timeline should be more broadly disseminated.

1/25/2016 9:49 PM

15

No idea. After all, all the IS leaders are volunteers.

1/25/2016 9:12 PM

16

more contact

1/25/2016 6:05 PM

17

I think the organization needs to do a better job of spreading the word about interest sections so that people know
what options are out there for them. We also need to do a better job of getting people involved and letting them know
that there are volunteer opportunities within the IS for members.

1/25/2016 5:43 PM
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Q18 With the above findings in mind, and
thinking about your experience as an IS
leader, please rate the following statements
on a scale of 1 to 5.
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

Most of my
efforts as a...

I have
sufficient...

The tools and
technology...

Working more
closely with...

There are
other...

0

1

2

3

4

4.55%
1

9

10

36.36%
8

22.73%
5

22.73%
5

13.64%
3

27.27%
6

Working more closely with TESOL staff would enhance
my role as an IS leader, and the activities of my IS.

0.00%
0

There are other activities our IS would like to explore,
however time needed to fulfill current duties and
responsibilities prevent us from doing so.

0.00%
0

The tools and technology provided to me by TESOL
International Association are sufficient to help me fulfill

9.09%
2

8

4.55%
1

International Association to fulfill my duties as an IS
leader.

13.64%
3

I don't know or
I don't have an
opinion.3

7

I agree
strongly.5

I have sufficient support and resources from TESOL

I disagree
somewhat.2

6

I agree
somewhat.4

Most of my efforts as an IS leader are focused around
the convention.

I disagree
strongly.1

5

Total

Weighted
Average

36.36%
8

22

3.73

36.36%
8

13.64%
3

22

3.32

27.27%
6

22.73%
5

9.09%
2

22

2.86

9.09%
2

18.18%
4

31.82%
7

40.91%
9

22

4.05

18.18%
4

22.73%
5

45.45%
10

13.64%
3

22

3.55

my duties as an IS leader.
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Q19 With the above findings in mind, and
thinking about your experience as an IS
leader, please rate the following statements
on a scale of 1 to 5.
Answered: 22

Skipped: 15

The above
definition...

I would like
to see our I...

My IS has the
tools,...

0

1

2

I disagree
strongly.1

3

4

I disagree
somewhat.2

5

6

7

I don't know or I don't
have an opinion.3

8

9

10

I agree
somewhat.4

I agree
strongly.5

Total

Weighted
Average

22

4.00

The above definition describes my IS as
it currently functions.

0.00%
0

4.55%
1

18.18%
4

50.00%
11

27.27%
6

I would like to see our IS become more

0.00%

4.55%

18.18%

36.36%

40.91%

0

1

4

8

9

22

4.14

9.09%
2

22.73%
5

18.18%
4

45.45%
10

4.55%
1

22

3.14

like a community of practice.
My IS has the tools, resources, and
leaders to facilitate its growth.
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Q20 Other comments or suggestions:
Answered: 12

Skipped: 25

#

Responses

Date

1

I'm not convinced that the structure needs to change. I think components within the existing structures and procedures
can be improved. For example, question #18 mentions tools and technology resources, which I think can be improved
without drastic structural changes. Leadership training and mentorship can be guided and provided to improve
leadership. Clarifying communication procedures could help communication.

2/1/2016 1:11 PM

2

Frankly, as we are not paid and the leadership puts such a strong emphasis on the convention, that's all we focus on.
Some kind of financial incentive would help attract leadership and encourage us to use our time more to the benefit of
the IS. In addition, I don't know what tools and resources are available to us as IS because no one has told us. I'd like
to hear more about those.

1/30/2016 3:02 PM

3

None-thanks for the chance for giving my opinion.

1/26/2016 9:42 PM

4

Leaders coming forward in the elementary IS are often university professionals with little or no experience working

1/26/2016 7:17 PM

with elementary ELLs. It's difficult for the elementary educator to come to the conference and therefore doesn't want to
try to develop leaderships skills or run for a leadership position. Perhaps there needs to be a way to support more
PeK-12 educators so that they can attend TESOL and development their leadership skills.
5

We need more support to do stuff! We wanted to put together a webinar, but didn't even know where to begin looking
to do so.

1/26/2016 1:43 PM

6

The website and especially the TESOL community are difficult to navigate. It is clunky and buggy. Our members will
not put in the time to learn how to use this clunky system when other places on line exist for us to communicate, e.g.
our own off TESOL d-list, personal accounts on Facebook. These facilities are used much more often to communicate

1/26/2016 10:53 AM

with each other than the TESOL Community. This is a shame because the Community has the potential to be very
helpful, but it is so hard to navigate and takes so long to load information that most of our members gave up after one
try.
7

One tool I need as a chair is a way to have conference calls. I use a number given to me by the chair two years ago,
but I would like one provided by TESOL for our business. I tried to call members in Canada last year and ended up

1/26/2016 10:34 AM

using Skype. It was very frustrating just to communicate.
8

I think that an IS needs the freedom to create. If there is a leader (at any level) in the IS who has or can generate a
vision and get the buy in to achieve that vision, then the IS can do amazing things! My recommendation would be to
train leaders about how to promote the creation and achieving of visions in their IS.

1/26/2016 3:40 AM

9

I do think that the TESOL director and staff work extraordinarily diligently and they serve the Association effectively.

1/25/2016 10:01 PM

They have too many duties and cannot be expected to be able to serve every one of the myriad of groups,
committees, and constituencies in every way. I think that some of the burden could be lifted by limiting the number of
groups and others by improving on the technology infrastructure and the contracted conference services. A better
listserve function/new social networking system would improve the work of ISs as would a better designed proposal
management system. Direct connection to a board liaison would enhance two-way communication. Thank you for the
opportunity to share my thoughts.
10

I guess I don't really know what I'm supposed to be doing as an IS leader to answer the above questions.

1/25/2016 6:51 PM

11

face-time is the critical lack. ways of getting subgroups to meet in regional events (at affiliate meetings?) would be a
great addition. recognize that funding can be an issue, as well as time. and affiliates would need to be willing to set
aside time/space for such

1/25/2016 6:08 PM

12

I do not have additional comments at this time.

1/25/2016 5:45 PM
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Q1 Are you currently a member of an
Interest Section?
Answered: 111

Skipped: 0

Yes.

No.

I don't know.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer Choices

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes.

57.66%

64

No.

21.62%

24

I don't know.

20.72%

23

Total

111

Q2 Which reason best describes why you
are not involved with an Interest Section?
Answered: 47

Skipped: 64

I don’t know
what ISs are.

I know of ISs
but don’t kn...

I know of ISs
and their...

I only joined
TESOL...

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer Choices

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

I don’t know what ISs are.

36.17%

17

I know of ISs but don’t know what resources are offered through IS’s.

38.30%

18

I know of ISs and their resources, but I don’t see any benefit in joining.

2.13%

1
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I only joined TESOL International Association for the convention.

10.64%

5

Other (please specify)

12.77%

6

Total

47

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Not a Tesol member

1/26/2016 10:45 AM

2

I am overburdened by my everyday work so I always postpone looking into the issues

1/26/2016 6:39 AM

3

Couldn't decide

1/26/2016 6:30 AM

4

Mote lately I've been with TESOL mostly for a chance to get a job (?)

1/26/2016 2:06 AM

5

just not sure if i am in a IS now because of the convoluted renew i had this year

1/25/2016 5:50 PM

6

just joined; will look into options

1/25/2016 5:25 PM

Q3 With what Interest Section are you most
strongly involved?
Answered: 91

Skipped: 20
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Adult
Education...
Applied
Linguistics...
Bilingual
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ed Language...
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8.79%

Adult Education Interest Section (AEIS)
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Applied Linguistics Interest Section (ALIS)

3.30%

3

Bilingual Education Interest Section (BEIS)

1.10%

1

Computer-Assisted Language Learning Interest Section (CALL-IS)

3.30%

3

Elementary Education Interest Section (EEIS)

6.59%

6

English as a Foreign Language Interest Section (EFL-IS)

13.19%

12

English for Specific Purposes Interest Section (ESP-IS)

3.30%

3

Higher Education Interest Section (HEIS)

5.49%

5

Intercultural Communication Interest Section (ICIS)

3.30%

3

Intensive English Programs Interest Section (IEP-IS)

13.19%

12

International Teaching Assistants Interest Section (ITA-IS)

3.30%

3

Materials Writers Interest Section (MWIS)

2.20%

2

Nonnative English Speakers in TESOL (NNEST-IS)

3.30%

3

Program Administration Interest Section (PAIS)

6.59%

6

Refugee Concerns Interest Section (RCIS)

1.10%

1

Second Language Writing Interest Section (SLW-IS)

5.49%

5

Secondary Schools Interest Section (SSIS)

5.49%

5

Social Responsibility Interest Section (SRIS)

0.00%

0

Speech, Pronunciation, and Listening Interest Section (SPL-IS)

1.10%

1

Teacher Education Interest Section (TEIS)

6.59%

6

Video and Digital Media Interest Section (VDM-IS)

3.30%

3

Total

91

Q4 With what other interest sections are
you involved?
Answered: 71

Skipped: 40
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19.72%

Adult Education Interest Section (AEIS)
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Applied Linguistics Interest Section (ALIS)

12.68%

9

Bilingual Education Interest Section (BEIS)

7.04%

5

Computer-Assisted Language Learning Interest Section (CALL-IS)

18.31%

13

Elementary Education Interest Section (EEIS)

5.63%

4

English as a Foreign Language Interest Section (EFL-IS)

23.94%

17

English for Specific Purposes Interest Section (ESP-IS)

12.68%

9

Higher Education Interest Section (HEIS)

18.31%

13

Intercultural Communication Interest Section (ICIS)

11.27%

8

Intensive English Programs Interest Section (IEP-IS)

16.90%

12

International Teaching Assistants Interest Section (ITA-IS)

1.41%

1

Materials Writers Interest Section (MWIS)

9.86%

7

Nonnative English Speakers in TESOL (NNEST-IS)

4.23%

3

Program Administration Interest Section (PAIS)

5.63%

4

Refugee Concerns Interest Section (RCIS)

1.41%

1

Second Language Writing Interest Section (SLW-IS)

19.72%

14

Secondary Schools Interest Section (SSIS)

7.04%

5

Social Responsibility Interest Section (SRIS)

4.23%

3

Speech, Pronunciation, and Listening Interest Section (SPL-IS)

9.86%

7

Teacher Education Interest Section (TEIS)

19.72%

14

Video and Digital Media Interest Section (VDM-IS)

5.63%

4

Total Respondents: 71

Q5 How would you rate your involvement in
your primary Interest Section?
Answered: 101

Skipped: 10

Very active
(e.g., I hav...

Somewhat
active. (e.g...

Not very
active. (e.g...

0%
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40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Very active (e.g., I have contributed a newsletter article, communicate on the listserv regularly, work with leadership, etc.)

9.90%

10

Somewhat active. (e.g., I monitor the activities of the IS and may occasionally participate in a listserv conversation, read the newsletter, etc.)

25.74%

26

Not very active. (e.g., I rarely/never take part in the activities of the IS.)

64.36%

65

Total

101
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Q6 What is your primary work context?
Answered: 104

Skipped: 7

Elementary
school
Middle school
Secondary
school
Two-year or
vocational...
4-year or
graduate...
Private
language school
Community or
faith-based...
Other (please
explain)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer Choices

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Elementary school

6.73%

7

Middle school

1.92%

2

Secondary school

7.69%

8

Two-year or vocational postsecondary institution

8.65%

9

4-year or graduate institution

45.19%

47

Private language school

10.58%

11

Community or faith-based organization

1.92%

2

Other (please explain)

17.31%

18

Total

104

#

Other (please explain)

Date

1

K-12 all levels

1/31/2016 9:55 PM

2

Binational Center in Uruguay

1/30/2016 2:36 PM

3

Regional Education Agency

1/27/2016 8:22 PM

4

I freelance for a major publisher in ESOL materials.

1/27/2016 12:59 PM

5

Language School- Binational Center in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

1/26/2016 3:19 PM

6

Private tutoring

1/26/2016 11:56 AM

7

Pre-K to 12 EAL Consultant in 20 schools

1/26/2016 10:03 AM

8

IEP with prematriculated students at a 4 year university

1/26/2016 8:24 AM

9

4-yr /private languge school

1/26/2016 2:10 AM

10

community college

1/25/2016 11:11 PM

11

K-12 ESOL, also Adult ESOL

1/25/2016 9:23 PM

12

All levels

1/25/2016 8:59 PM

13

I'm a retired professor of Applied Linguistics

1/25/2016 6:08 PM

14

semi-retired

1/25/2016 5:52 PM
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15

Pk-Secondary ELL Specialist

1/25/2016 5:34 PM

16

Materials developer and teacher trainer

1/25/2016 5:31 PM

17

tutoring deaf sign language users

1/25/2016 5:29 PM

18

K-12 education

1/25/2016 5:27 PM

Q7 Please indicate your age group:
Answered: 104

Skipped: 7
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65+
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Responses

18-24

3.85%

4

25-34

18.27%

19

35-44

23.08%

24

45-64

45.19%

47

65+

9.62%

10

Total

104

Q8 What country do you primarily work in?
Answered: 101

Skipped: 10

#

Responses

Date

1

Nigeria

2/5/2016 2:53 AM

2

China

2/3/2016 7:58 PM

3

USA

2/3/2016 3:46 PM

4

Japan

2/2/2016 8:05 PM

5

Panama

2/2/2016 1:21 PM

6

United States

2/1/2016 3:22 PM

7

USA

1/31/2016 9:55 PM

8

Saudi Arabia

1/31/2016 4:14 AM

9

Uruguay

1/30/2016 2:36 PM

10

USA

1/30/2016 11:32 AM

11

US

1/29/2016 11:22 AM

12

United States

1/29/2016 10:08 AM
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13

United States

1/28/2016 9:51 PM

14

US

1/28/2016 8:12 PM

15

USA

1/28/2016 5:11 PM

16

Bolivia

1/28/2016 5:55 AM

17

USA

1/27/2016 8:22 PM

18

USA

1/27/2016 1:26 PM

19

United States

1/27/2016 12:59 PM

20

USA

1/27/2016 10:54 AM

21

USA

1/27/2016 9:42 AM

22

United States

1/26/2016 11:47 PM

23

USA

1/26/2016 9:01 PM

24

USA

1/26/2016 8:29 PM

25

USA

1/26/2016 7:45 PM

26

The United States

1/26/2016 7:18 PM

27

USA

1/26/2016 6:19 PM

28

Dominican Republic

1/26/2016 3:19 PM

29

Mexico

1/26/2016 3:10 PM

30

USA

1/26/2016 1:16 PM

31

Vietnam

1/26/2016 1:11 PM

32

canada

1/26/2016 1:07 PM

33

Brazil

1/26/2016 12:21 PM

34

USA

1/26/2016 12:11 PM

35

Brazil

1/26/2016 11:56 AM

36

USA

1/26/2016 11:55 AM

37

Ecuador

1/26/2016 11:31 AM

38

United States

1/26/2016 11:17 AM

39

United State of America

1/26/2016 11:02 AM

40

us

1/26/2016 11:01 AM

41

Usa

1/26/2016 10:46 AM

42

United States

1/26/2016 10:14 AM

43

Canada

1/26/2016 10:03 AM

44

United States

1/26/2016 9:29 AM

45

USA

1/26/2016 9:27 AM

46

USA

1/26/2016 9:22 AM

47

United States

1/26/2016 9:14 AM

48

Canada

1/26/2016 9:10 AM

49

United States

1/26/2016 9:08 AM

50

United States

1/26/2016 8:56 AM

51

USA

1/26/2016 8:28 AM

52

USA

1/26/2016 8:24 AM

53

USA

1/26/2016 8:03 AM

54

Argentina

1/26/2016 6:42 AM

55

US

1/26/2016 6:31 AM

56

USA

1/26/2016 5:26 AM

57

Mali

1/26/2016 4:14 AM

58

Middle East, Poland if i have a job

1/26/2016 2:10 AM

59

Egypt

1/26/2016 12:45 AM
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60

USA

1/25/2016 11:11 PM

61

South Korea

1/25/2016 10:57 PM

62

US

1/25/2016 10:29 PM

63

USA

1/25/2016 10:15 PM

64

USA

1/25/2016 9:30 PM

65

United States

1/25/2016 9:23 PM

66

USA

1/25/2016 9:07 PM

67

Paraguay

1/25/2016 8:59 PM

68

US

1/25/2016 8:51 PM

69

USA

1/25/2016 8:33 PM

70

United States

1/25/2016 8:24 PM

71

USA

1/25/2016 8:00 PM

72

USA

1/25/2016 7:52 PM

73

Usa

1/25/2016 7:51 PM

74

USA

1/25/2016 7:39 PM

75

US

1/25/2016 7:26 PM

76

USA

1/25/2016 7:13 PM

77

USA

1/25/2016 6:51 PM

78

USA

1/25/2016 6:41 PM

79

Germany

1/25/2016 6:36 PM

80

USA

1/25/2016 6:27 PM

81

USA

1/25/2016 6:15 PM

82

USA

1/25/2016 6:08 PM

83

USA

1/25/2016 6:08 PM

84

United States

1/25/2016 6:02 PM

85

Mexico

1/25/2016 5:55 PM

86

Switzerland

1/25/2016 5:52 PM

87

Australia

1/25/2016 5:52 PM

88

USA

1/25/2016 5:51 PM

89

USA

1/25/2016 5:49 PM

90

United States

1/25/2016 5:42 PM

91

Japan

1/25/2016 5:40 PM

92

USA

1/25/2016 5:37 PM

93

US

1/25/2016 5:36 PM

94

United States

1/25/2016 5:34 PM

95

Peru

1/25/2016 5:33 PM

96

Mexico

1/25/2016 5:31 PM

97

us

1/25/2016 5:27 PM

98

United States of America

1/25/2016 5:27 PM

99

USA

1/25/2016 5:25 PM

100

United States

1/25/2016 5:24 PM

101

US

1/25/2016 5:24 PM

Q9 When you are looking for a), b), c), and
d), which of the following TESOL Interest
Section resources do you turn to (check all
that apply)?
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Answered: 90

Skipped: 21

a) lesson ideas

b)
professional...
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c) resources
to support y...

d) network
with other...
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80%

90%

100%

Publications

Other Non-IS TESOL Resource (please specify below)

Non-TESOL Resource (please specify below)

Listservs/Elists

Online
Guided
Discussions
(Forum)

Blog
Posts

Virtual
Seminars

Individualized
social media
outlets
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Newsletters

Publications

Convention
Sessions

Other
Non-IS
TESOL
Resource
(please
specify
below)

NonTESOL
Resource
(please
specify
below)

Total
Respondents
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a) lesson

8.75%

12.50%

16.25%

7.50%

7.50%

25.00%

28.75%

30.00%

7.50%

43.75%

7

10

13

6

6

20

23

24

6

35

16.67%

9.52%

9.52%

38.10%

3.57%

29.76%

38.10%

32.14%

4.76%

25.00%

14

8

8

32

3

25

32

27

4

21

84

10.96%
8

2.74%
2

2.74%
2

8.22%
6

4.11%
3

15.07%
11

58.90%
43

23.29%
17

6.85%
5

27.40%
20

73

20.00%

11.25%

10.00%

8.75%

12.50%

17.50%

15.00%

46.25%

3.75%

18.75%

16

9

8

7

10

14

12

37

3

15

ideas
b)
professional

80

development
resources
c) resources
to support
your
research
d) network
with other
professionals

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

online resources

2/3/2016 8:02 PM

2

Other resources offered by organizations around the world

1/30/2016 2:38 PM

3

Online games; lesson plans

1/28/2016 5:12 PM

4

I don't seek out IS resources for any of these things.

1/27/2016 1:00 PM

5

I check with my local school district.

1/27/2016 9:43 AM

6

Stanford MOOC course on Communication Focused Designated ELD activities; school district professional

1/26/2016 8:31 PM

development; practices recommended by ACTFL TOY instructors.
7

None. I don't use these resources. I'm not very familiar with them

1/26/2016 1:17 PM

8

British Council, Onestopenglish

1/26/2016 12:23 PM

9

I don't receive communications from my IS. Here in Ecuador, I use mainly TESOL Quarterly for research and
sometimes the position statements. Also I have lots of TESOL books.

1/26/2016 11:35 AM

10

TESOL Journal

1/26/2016 11:03 AM

11

Online resources & books I have or can buy

1/26/2016 10:16 AM

12

Books, Journals, MITESOL

1/26/2016 9:23 AM

13

newsletter /local teacher associations

1/26/2016 7:03 AM

14

ColorinColorado, EducationConnections, WIDA, NovoEd, Edutopia

1/25/2016 10:32 PM

15

Searches on Google, College/University library resources

1/25/2016 7:41 PM

16

Textbook publishers; Other colleges ESL programs

1/25/2016 7:15 PM

17

a) textbooks and other websites

1/25/2016 6:04 PM

18

Mostly via Informal social media networks on Facebook & Twitter

1/25/2016 5:54 PM

19

The convention is too expensive and the local group was directed by elementary and secondary people and froze out
higher ed people

1/25/2016 5:44 PM

20

Teacher Pay Teacehrs

1/25/2016 5:35 PM

21

b-facebook, twitter, google; c-I don't do research; c-facebook, twitter

1/25/2016 5:34 PM

22

none of these

1/25/2016 5:30 PM

23

none. just joined. have not yet explored these options.

1/25/2016 5:28 PM

Q10 How important are ISs, as they are
currently structured, to TESOL's members?
Answered: 85

Skipped: 26
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(no label)

0

1

Not at all important1
(no label)

2

3

2

4

3

5

6

4

7

8

Very important5

9

10

Total

10.59%

20.00%

42.35%

14.12%

12.94%

9

17

36

12

11

Weighted Average

85

2.99

Q11 Currently, TESOL and TESOL-affiliated
member groups include forums, regional
affiliates and interest sections. Some other
organizations provide a wider variety of
member groups such as more formal and
less formal versions of interest sections
allowing for more flexibility based on what
members want. Would you like to see more
types of member groups in TESOL?
Answered: 83

Skipped: 28

Yes.

No.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Yes.

60.24%

50

No.

39.76%

33

Total

83

#

If no, please explain.

Date

1

TESOL does not need to try to be everything to everyone. Many people will have memberships in other organizations,
and they run things differently. The amount of interest sections is already getting out of hand with TESOL trying to
accomodate others, and it isolates educators.

1/30/2016 11:38 AM

2

Would be too confusing and would seem to spread my time too thin being involved in more groups.

1/29/2016 10:11 AM

3

i think there sre lots of possible members group at Tesol

1/28/2016 5:59 AM

4

I am not familiar with these other groups so I cannot know their value.

1/27/2016 1:31 PM
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5

For me, what exists is adequate.

1/26/2016 7:47 PM

6

I partcipate in the Central America and Caribbean Regional Basin ( independent group)

1/26/2016 3:25 PM

7

I believe there's enough.

1/26/2016 12:24 PM

8

At my level of involvement, it doesn't much matter how things are structured.

1/26/2016 10:06 AM

9

Not sure what the value would be

1/26/2016 9:25 AM

10

don't see the value or the connection to TESOL

1/26/2016 9:12 AM

11

I don't know enough about IS in general and even less in terms of what TESOL is doing in this regard. Since I am also
not involved I can't really comment.

1/26/2016 12:50 AM

12

I'm not sure how I would be involved. Already active in CoTESOL at state level.

1/25/2016 10:34 PM

13

I think we need a structure to it all

1/25/2016 8:35 PM

14

I don't want to see any stratification or reification of interests sections. I have a problem with the labeling used as an

1/25/2016 8:05 PM

example including: formal and informal.
15

I don't see the value in these groups

1/25/2016 6:16 PM

16

TESOL is already spread thin; too many options weaken the point of the interest sections

1/25/2016 6:14 PM

17

It seems to work well as it is.

1/25/2016 5:52 PM

18

TESOL needs to get the local/regional groups/affiliates working first. There is more support and interaction on a
functioning local group -- and it is more cost effective.

1/25/2016 5:46 PM

19

I would need to be more involved in groups to know what is lacking.

1/25/2016 5:28 PM

20

It looked like there were a lot already. Even more would be overwhelming.

1/25/2016 5:26 PM

Q12 If you answered Yes to the previous
question, what different types of groups
would you like to see?
Answered: 32

Skipped: 79

#

Responses

Date

1

More mentoring opportunities between seasoned TESOL professionals and newcomers to the field.

2/3/2016 3:49 PM

2

regional support via social media groups?

2/1/2016 3:25 PM

3

If other organizations have more flexible groupings that garner more involvement, then use them as a model. I do not
participate enough to really have a voice.

1/31/2016 9:59 PM

4

My interests are covered with the current ISs, but if other interests exist it would be wonderful to have those ISs as
well.

1/30/2016 2:41 PM

5

a group on ESOL and learning disabilities

1/29/2016 11:25 AM

6

Community adult education

1/28/2016 5:13 PM

7

K-12 Program Administrators Professional Development/Trainers

1/27/2016 8:23 PM

8

I would like to see the flexibility for smaller groups - those not large enough or active enough yet to form an IS - to be
able to network and establish a critical mass for professional development. My secondary context is in an area
(independent K-12 schools) that has had to develop its own network and PD opportunities because TESOL is not
flexible enough to accommodate us.

1/27/2016 1:03 PM

9

not sure

1/26/2016 9:04 PM

10

Don't know.

1/26/2016 8:31 PM

11

Regional groups EFL Program Administrator in countries outside the United States

1/26/2016 3:25 PM

12

I would like to see more groups related to EFL.

1/26/2016 3:13 PM

13

I'm not sure because I'm not familiar with what other types of groups there could be.

1/26/2016 12:14 PM

14

I would like a Latin American research agenda group.

1/26/2016 11:38 AM

15

I am new to TESOL but am open to other types of groups, if they are good resources of sharing and growing as a
teacher.

1/26/2016 10:18 AM

16

Some interest sections are very broad, such as IEP's. I would like to see a subgroup for administration, research,

1/26/2016 8:27 AM

curriculum, etc.
17

I feel discussions that can be retricted to specific contexts ( disadvantaged contexts in EFL, for example) are what I
would look for
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18

None in particular. But flexibility is good.

1/25/2016 10:20 PM

19

High School exchange student that come to the US to study for more than one year in hopes of attending university in

1/25/2016 9:08 PM

the US.
20

I'll rely on your expertise in any reformatting that occurs, but perhaps an interactive forum or website.

1/25/2016 7:43 PM

21

Less formal with more input from members about specific information that is important to their work.

1/25/2016 7:19 PM

22

Student groups with online resources.

1/25/2016 6:53 PM

23

More groups that deal with K-12

1/25/2016 6:12 PM

24

Interest groups for people interested in specific research areas (reading research, academic language, etc.)

1/25/2016 6:06 PM

25

I think this is happening already within some ISs, but more informal networking and sharing between members. Also

1/25/2016 5:57 PM

there is currently little engagement with TESOL International beyond the USA - both ways - if TESOL Int truly sees
itself as International, then I'd like the focus to be on making that happen, and ISs are a good way to cross those
geographic boundaries.
26

add Switzerland's TESOL

1/25/2016 5:54 PM

27

Applied Linguistics: SLA / Grammar acquisition / Pragmatics

1/25/2016 5:47 PM

28

More chances to participate, i.e. various meetings over the course of the year vs one at the conference

1/25/2016 5:38 PM

29

I have not been involved in an IS so I would like to be involved in one.

1/25/2016 5:36 PM

30

Maybe more development of online groups directed at members outside the US....

1/25/2016 5:35 PM

31

Bi-modal language (sign and voice or written language) Tutoring American culture instruction

1/25/2016 5:33 PM

32

research-based groups. inter-disciplinary groups like arts-based teaching or arts-based research.

1/25/2016 5:31 PM

Q13 What do you know about IS leadership
(check all that apply)?
Answered: 46

Skipped: 65

I know what IS
leadership...

I know what IS
leaders do...

I know what IS
leaders do...

I know what
the applicat...

I am
interested i...
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Responses

I know what IS leadership opportunities are available.

71.74%

33

I know what IS leaders do within an IS.

41.30%

19

I know what IS leaders do within TESOL International governance.

36.96%

17

I know what the application process is to become an IS leader.

30.43%

14

I am interested in becoming an IS leader.

15.22%

7

Total Respondents: 46
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Q14 My preferred method of receiving
communication from my IS is (select only one):
Answered: 86

Skipped: 25

Email from IS
leader

Listserv

TESOL Community

Website

Social media

Other (please
explain)
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Responses

Email from IS leader

50.00%

43

Listserv

26.74%

23

TESOL Community

8.14%

7

Website

12.79%

11

Social media

1.16%

1

Other (please explain)

1.16%

1

Total

86

#

Other (please explain)

Date

1

Email - though I don't know what Listserv is.

1/26/2016 10:06 AM
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Q15 My preferred method of contacting my
IS is (select only one):
Answered: 82

Skipped: 29

Email IS leader
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Other (please
explain)
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Email IS leader

63.41%

52

Listserv

18.29%

15

TESOL Community

9.76%

8

Social media

4.88%

4

Other (please explain)

3.66%

3

Total

82

#

Other (please explain)

Date

1

I have no idea

2/1/2016 3:25 PM

2

I have never done this

1/25/2016 5:39 PM

3

I've used email once, but I don't like how it's set up. My inbox is constantly bombarded.

1/25/2016 5:28 PM
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